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Creativity is just connecting things.
— Steve Jobs

ABSTRACT

What if you could have the diagnostic knowledge of a doctor in a device that fits in the palm of your hand? This would require powerful
machine learning models to run on small and light weight devices.
We present a novel method called Block-Sparse Evolutionary Training (BSET) to train block-sparse layers. These block-sparse layers can
be used to replace dense layers in neural networks to reduce memory and computational requirements. Our method evolves an initial
block-sparse random graph to find a suitable block topology.
We argue that at initialization time an arbitrary neuron in a layer
should be connected to at least one other neuron with high probability. Based on this argument we propose the Positive Degree Based
Initialization (PDBI) procedure and prove that it reduces the number
of parameters quadratically compared to dense layers.
Second, we propose a new evolution policy called Weight Momentum Evolution (WME) to search for a suitable layout after initialization. This evolutionary strategy is based on a survival policy that uses
both the magnitude of the weights in a block and their momentum to
decide which blocks are important.
Experiments are performed on 4 datasets which show that PDBI
together with WME has the potential to reduce the size of neural
networks by 10x or more with minimal decrease in accuracy. This
translates to a large reduction in the memory size and computational
requirements of neural networks.
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P U B L I C AT I O N S A N D O P E N - S O U R C E C O D E

The work described in this thesis is a selection of the work carried
out at Philips. As part of the internship I worked on several things
and made the following publication:
• Blog post for careers.philips.com where I discuss my experience at Philips and how I see the future of AI in healthcare
[14].
To test the performance of the Block-Sparse Evolutionary Training
(BSET) algorithm we needed TensorFlow-Keras components which
were not yet available. We built an implementation of those components and open sourced the following parts:
• An open-source implementation of Block-Sparse layers for TensorFlow-Keras. It wraps the Block-Sparse operations and combines it into a convenient Keras layer, which can be used as a
drop-in replacement for dense layers. Currently, the new layer
is under review at github.com/OpenAI/blocksparse in pull request 18 [12].
• An open-source patch for the sReLU layer to resolve compatibility issues with TensorFlow Keras v1.12. The code is available at
github.com/ThomasHagebols/sReLU under the MIT license [13].
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Everything we do, every thought we’ve ever had,
is produced by the human brain. But exactly how
it operates remains one of the biggest unsolved
mysteries, and it seems the more we probe its
secrets, the more surprises we find.
— Neil DeGrasse Tyson [7]
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Part I
C O N T E X T A N D P R O B L E M F O R M U L AT I O N

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

motivation

Imagine you get an alert on your phone. Your heart health monitor
detected an irregularity that puts you at high risk of having a heart attack in the next few days. Your phone automatically contacts the hospital, so they can make room available for treatment before you arrive.
When you get at the hospital doctors already have all the necessary
information available and they can start treatment immediately. Early
warning systems like this could potentially save millions of lives. Instead of a few minutes, you now have hours or days to respond. This
time could be of vital importance. Especially if you live in a remote
area far from a hospital.
Right now, 500 million people have a heart condition. This is just a
single example of various chronic diseases. Approximately half of the
world population has a chronic condition or is at risk of a chronic disease. Worldwide health care expenditure has been increasing rapidly.
It has risen from 8.6% of the worldwide Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) in 2000 to 9.9% of the GDP in 2015 [60]. The cost of health
care is rising faster than the GDP. This puts a large strain on society
and is not sustainable on the long term.
Ideally, people with a chronic disease should be able to monitor
their health without the need to go to a specialist for every single
measurement or checkup. A wearable measuring device could build
a continuous log of the health of a patient. Instead of an occasional
snapshot, doctors get a complete overview of the health of the patient and how it changes over time. Gathering data could also enable
the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) which could notify people when
something is wrong and help with early diagnosis. This would enable
a shift in the way of working. Instead of chronic patients going to the
hospital when scheduled, they could go to the hospital when needed.
Using AI could streamline healthcare and potentially bring huge
savings. According to Accenture the top 10 AI applications in healthcare representing the greatest near-term value account for 148 billion
dollars of annual benefits by 2026 [2]. Virtual nursing, dosage error
reduction, preliminary diagnosis and automated image diagnosis account for 44 billion dollars of potential annual benefits. These sectors
can be supported using small devices with AI capabilities [2].
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Philips is working to make this shift and improve patient outcomes,
while also increasing productivity [43]. They aim to support a person’s health by offering continuous support and work on the entire
Health Continuum as shown in figure 1. Philips sees “significant
value in more integrated forms of healthcare” using data and artificial intelligence [43]. Machine learning can be used throughout the
continuum from assisting in Healthy Living and Prevention to Treatment and Home Care.

Figure 1: Philips Health Continuum [43]

1.2

machine learning

One might wonder why Philips is making significant investments in
data science and machine learning. The medical field is a complicated
business and this makes some programs difficult to develop. Imagine
a program which has to locate tissue swelling on an image. How
would the program detect that? Swellings can have various shapes,
sizes and locations in the body. Furthermore, they can have different
orientations and images can have different lighting conditions. If we
would build a rule-based system, the program would become very
complicated to write. Maintenance would also form an issue. Say you
want to detect a different kind of swelling. This would force you to
rewrite all the rules for a slightly different case.
Machine learning aims to solve this problem. A model like an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) enables automated knowledge discovery
and representation [32]. Instead of spending time on building and
maintaining rule-based systems, programmers can now give the computer a set of examples. Using these examples learning algorithms
can learn to recognize things by themselves. This can potentially save
a lot of development time and simplify maintenance.
Learning problems know three major settings. The first being supervised learning. This means that each data point has a label. An
example of a data point can be a picture of a plate with spaghetti
together with the label “spaghetti”. The learning algorithm needs to
find the mapping between the input example and the corresponding
label. If the algorithm has learned an appropriate mapping, it can
correctly predict the label of new unseen data points [40]. The second
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major category of learning problems is unsupervised learning. In this
case the learner does not get a label corresponding to the input example. This means that the algorithm has to learn the distribution of
data points in the dataset. Many unsupervised algorithms try to find
clusters in the dataset [40]. An example use case of this kind of clustering is automatic customer segmentation. The third learning setting
is reinforcement learning. In this case the machine interacts with the
environment and learns by a trial and error process. If an action by
the learner leads to a positive outcome the learner gets a reward. The
goal of the learner is to maximize its total reward [40].
1.3

artificial neural networks

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a model which can be used
in all three of the previously mentioned learning settings [18, 29, 38].
ANN’s are loosely based on the brain. Neurons are cells in the brain
that form connections between one another. Learning occurs by developing stronger or weaker connections between neurons. In an ANN,
the neuron is modeled as a node and the connection is represented by
a weighted edge. Learning occurs by adjusting the weights (strength)
of these connections. When we have an ANN that consists of multiple layers it’s called a deep neural network. The term deep learning
is used when a deep neural network is used for learning. Figure 2
shows an example of an ANN.

Figure 2: Artificial Neural Network with 4 layers. The input layer is shown
on the left, the two layers in the middle are hidden layers and the
layer on the right is the output layer

Over the last decade deep learning has brought major advancements in many fields. Examples include speech recognition [19], image recognition [29] and natural language processing [3]. This shows
the flexibility of deep learning. The reason we only saw this progress
recently has to do with two factors. The first reason being the large
amounts of data that got available recently. The second reason being
better algorithms and the increase in processing power to actually
work with that amount of data. Even though we can now work with
large datasets, scaling issues in deep learning still remain. These scal-
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ing issues are important especially in a mobile setting, since there is
limited memory and computing power.
Deep learning on resource restricted devices has gained a lot of research interest recently. Many innovations have been proposed. These
innovations range from high level changes such as layer orderings
to low level changes to single layers that increase computational efficiency [21, 23, 49]. Sparsification for instance is an interesting direction that aims to increase the computational efficiency and lower
memory requirements of layers. Currently every neuron in one layer
is connected to all neurons in the next layer. This is called a fully
/ densely connected layer. In a sparsely connected layer a neuron in
one layer can be connected to some, but not necessarily all neurons in
the next layer. Hence sparse layers can have less connections between
the input and the output.
Unfortunately, modern day software and hardware is not optimized
for sparse matrices. Most deep learning systems use GPUs, which are
optimized for dense operations. Little research has been done on implementation strategies of sparse deep neural networks. In this thesis
the idea of sparse layers was combined with dense layers. We investigated how to use so called block-sparse layers and how to train them.
1.4

research aim & research question

Deep learning requires powerful hardware which restricts the use
cases of this technology. The goal of this project is to improve the
computational efficiency of neural networks. The aimed end product
of this thesis is a method to increase the resource efficiency of deep
learning, which can be used to build better models. Due to the broad
scope of Philips we focus on developing a method that generalizes to
many application areas, such as computer vision for medical imaging, natural language processing, processing tabular patient data and
time series analysis.
The aim of this thesis is to create a sparse replacement for dense layers, that is efficient on hardware that is widely available. GPUs were
identified as the most suitable computation device. GPUs are highly
parallel and very fast for dense matrix operations. Unfortunately, they
do not work well with sparse data structures. Changing from sparse
to block-sparse enables better use of the parallel capabilities of GPUs,
while still being sparse. This leads to the following research question:

Can multilayer perceptrons be made more efficient using blocksparse connections between layers?
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Block-sparse layers have different properties than sparse layers. This
means that traditional algorithms cannot be used to train the topology
and the weights of the network. To answer the main research question
we formulated the following sub questions:
1. How to choose which blocks of weights should connect the layers?
a) How to learn an appropriate connection topology from
data?
b) Does the block size influence the performance of the network?
c) How many blocks do we need?
2. What influences the accuracy in a block-sparse neural network?
3. How does block-sparse compare to traditional methods?
1.5

contribution

The main contribution of this thesis is a method to perform resource
efficient deep learning, which can be used to build better models on
resource restricted devices. We introduce a novel method called BlockSparse Evolutionary Training (BSET) to train block-sparse layers in
neural networks and provide both a theoretical motivation and an
implementation of the algorithm.
• Theoretical contributions:
– A new initialization method for block-sparse layers called
Positive Degree Based Initialization (PDBI)
– Proofs for a linear size complexity of weight matrices produced by PDBI
– A new mutation strategy for block-sparse layers called Weight
Momentum Evolution (WME)
– Empirical evaluation of PDBI and WME
• Engineering contributions:
– An open-source implementation of Block-Sparse layers for
Tensorflow-Keras (available at [12])
– An open-source patch for the sReLU layer to resolve compatibility issues with Tensorflow Keras v1.12 (available at
[13])
The first part of the thesis outlines the problem context and research
goals. This is followed by a literature review to discuss prior art and
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related work. In the second part of the thesis the main results are presented. In Chapter 3 we introduce PDBI and provide a theoretical motivation with accompanying proofs. In this chapter we also introduce
the WME algorithm to search for a suitable block topology for the
weight matrices during training. Experiments in Chapter 4 show that
our method has the potential to reduce the size of neural networks
10x or more with minimal decrease in accuracy. In the last part of this
thesis we discuss the contributions and limitations of this project. In
Chapter 7, we discuss how BSET fits into the Philips product portfolio and how Philips could approach its AI development strategy.
The thesis is concluded by an overview of potential future research
directions.
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2

BACKGROUND

2.1

artificial neural networks

In Section 1.3, ANN’s were briefly introduced. This chapter goes
into more detail. The chapter starts with the basic building blocks
of neural networks and will work its way up to more complex structures, such as sparse networks. The section will be concluded by an
overview of implementation methodologies and frameworks for deep
neural networks.
2.1.1 Multilayer perceptron
A perceptron is a model based on a single neuron in the brain [47].
Figure 3 shows the architecture of a single perceptron. A perceptron
has several inputs xi and an optional input bias B. These inputs of
the perceptron are multiplied with their corresponding weights Wi
(connection strength). The result of this multiplication is summed together. This is fed into an activation function f, which returns the
output of the perceptron.
Inputs

Weights

B

W0

x1

W1

x2

W2

x3

W3

...

...

xn

Wn

Sum

Activation
function

X

f

Output

Figure 3: Single perceptron

When combining multiple perceptrons in layers and stacking those
layers in a feed forward fashion we get a Multi Layer Perceptron
(MLP). An example of this architecture is shown in figure 2. It consists of an input layer, some hidden layers and an output layer. An
MLP works by processing the input in a hierarchical way. In the first
hidden layer, simple combinations of the input layer are made to represent something that is a bit more complex than the original input.
In the second hidden layer the representations of the previous layer
can be used. Now the network is able to represent something even
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more complex. The output layer will now be able to represent something based on the complex representation from the last hidden layer.
Say we need to predict the price y of a house. The model has an
input layer, a single hidden layer and an output layer (see Figure 4).
Inputs are: proximity of the city centre, crime rate in area, the size
of the house, the number of rooms, the number of floors and size of
garden. The price does not just depend on a single input parameter,
but on some combination of those. The first hidden layer will combine
the inputs to represent something more abstract. In the hidden layer
we have one neuron that encodes the desirability of the location. This
neuron is positively impacted by the proximity of the city centre and
negatively impacted by the area crime rate. The second neuron in
the hidden layer represents the family size that can be housed in the
property and the last neuron encodes the type of property (apartment
or house). The output layer will combine the abstract representation
of the hidden layer to estimate the price of the house. Note that for
sake of simplicity, the representations of the hidden neurons are made
easy to interpret. In reality, the neural network learns the internal
representations of hidden neurons itself and we don’t know what
those hidden neurons represent. We only know the input and output
of the network.
Distance city centre

Area crime rate

Location

Size of house m2

Family size

Number of rooms

Property type

Price

Number of floors

Size of garden

Figure 4: House pricing model. The line width denotes the strength of the
connection. Positive connections are green, negative connections
are red, and connections close to zero are gray

Say we input a house with some interesting characteristics: 1 km
from the city centre in an area with a low crime rate, a floor area of
100 M2 , 4 bedrooms, 1 floor and a garden size of 0M2 . The network
might say that this property has a good location, a living space for
family of 4 and no garden suggests it’s an apartment. Based on this
intermediate information it might infer a price of 250.000 euro. The
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house pricing model has a few very strong connections, but most
connections are almost zero. These connections have little effect on
the prediction of the model and could be removed. This gives an
intuition for why a model with less connections would work just as
well as a fully connected model.
Learning the connection strengths
MLP’s learn with an algorithm called Backpropagation. This algorithm aims to compute the contribution of a specific connection to the
overall error. Based on the gradient of this contribution the weights
of the connection to that neuron can be adjusted. The gradient is calculated using the partial derivatives on the error / loss of the model
[48]. In case of the house pricing example the model loss is (y − ŷ)2 ,
which is a measure for how close the estimated price was to the real
price. In this example y is the real price and ŷ is the price predicted
by the algorithm.
2.1.2 Challenges
As discussed before ANN’s are very powerful models for learning
problems. Even though there have been major advancements in the
field of deep learning, there are still some challenges. One of these
challenges is the limited scaling capabilities of models. These scaling
problems apply both to the depth and the total size of the network.
The depth of neural networks poses a problem for Backpropagation. This algorithm uses the gradient of a weight with respect to the
error to adjust the weight. The problem with very deep neural networks is that the gradient becomes very small or very large when layers are further away from the output layer. This is called the vanishing
/ exploding gradient problem. Several methods have been proposed
to deal with this issue. A widely used method to cope with this problem is to change the activation function of a neuron to a Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) [29]. Another solution is the use of a so called
Residual Network (ResNet) with skip connections as outlined below
[17].
With the ResNets and ReLU activations, it is possible to train deeper
and larger networks. These networks achieve better results, but the
total size of the network poses a problem. Many applications require
the neural net to run in a resource-constrained environment. Both
the depth and the width of the neural network determine the size of
the network. The depth of the network has a linear relation with the
memory size. The width however has a quadratic relation for the following reason. Say we have a network with one layer. The first layer
has m neurons and the second layer has n neurons. For sake of sim-
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plicity let’s assume that both layers have roughly the same number
of neurons (m ∼ n). This means that the total number of connections
in a layer is roughly equal to n2 . Hence, the size of the weight matrix
grows quickly with respect to the number of neurons in the layer.
Several strategies exist to decrease the memory size of a neural network. There are application specific solutions such as convolutional
neural networks for computer vision (Subsection 2.1.3). These work
very well for specific tasks, but not for all. Other strategies have been
proposed that work in the general case and are not tied to a specific
use case. General strategies for efficient neural networks will be discussed in Section 2.2.
2.1.3 Convolutional neural networks
A convolutional neural net is a type of network that is very common in computer vision related tasks. For these kinds of applications
they are more parameter-efficient than MLP’s. Convolutional layers
are often used in combination with pooling layers. A more detailed
explanation of both layers can be found in Appendix B. The combination of convolutional layers and pooling layers were popularized
by Yann LeCun in an architecture called LeNet [31]. Most papers use
convolutional nets for computer vision, but they can also be used in
other settings such as natural language processing [28].
Several convolution specific methods are available to increase the
efficiency of the networks even more. Three common architectures to
improve parameter efficiency are SqueezeNet, MobileNet, MobilenetV2
[21, 23, 49]. A short description of these networks can be found in Appendix B.3.1.
2.1.4 Residual Blocks
As discussed before, residual blocks try to tackle the depth limitation of neural nets. As networks get deeper they tend to get harder
to train. This has to do both with the increasing number of parameters to calculate and the ease at which it is possible to propagate the
error to the corresponding parameter. The gradient of these parameters tends to vanish or explode as networks get deeper. To resolve this
problem a team at Microsoft Research proposed residual blocks. They
introduced a residual block with so called skip connections. This is a
connection that skips layers and adds the input of the residual block
directly to its output [17]. Figure 5a shows a generalized architecture
of this method.
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Figure 5: Different residual block architectures [17]

The following intuition explains why a Residual Network (ResNet)
is easier to train than a similar network without skip connections. Say
we have input x which is a learned latent representation of the data.
A newly added ResBlock would ideally learn additional information,
but we want to make sure it performs at least as good as the input x it
got to start with. Because a ResBlock propagates x directly to the output, the newly added layer doesn’t need to learn to represent its input.
It can ‘focus’ on learning additional information without needing to
be able to propagate what the network already learned before to the
next layer. This means that it only has to learn residual information.
Best case scenario this residual information is useful and worst-case
scenario the information is not useful and F(x) adds some noise to
the output [17].
There are several variations of the Residual Block architecture. A
well-known variation is a network called DenseNet. It uses skip connections to connect the output of every layer to every other layer that
follows deeper down the network. Thus, every layer gets an incoming
connection from all preceding layers [22].
Skip connections enable the training of deep and powerful neural
networks. A disadvantage of using deeper networks is the increase
of memory size. The weights of ResNet150 for instance use roughly
232MB. This might not be a problem on modern desktops, but is a
problem on mobile and embedded devices where memory is limited.
A Raspberry Pi Model B+ (¤35 development board) for instance only
has 1 GB of system memory [9].
2.2

resource efficient neural networks

Research interest of the scientific community has been mainly focused on large neural networks achieving state of the art accuracies
on datasets such as ImageNet. This focus has brought very powerful
models, but has the disadvantage that models are very large and re-
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quire powerful hardware to run.
Recently, a new research area emerged that focuses on making networks as small as possible, while maintaining a required performance
level. Having efficient networks has several advantages. First of all,
networks need less powerful hardware in a production environment.
This enables a better cost / performance trade-off. In a mobile setting,
running lightweight models has a positive effect on the cost, battery
life and size and weight of the device. In many cases, embedded devices have memory sizes which are too small for large models. Hence,
smaller models are more easily deployed on cell phones, embedded
devices and FPGA’s (see glossary). A second advantage of efficient
models can be observed in the prototyping phase. Faster and more
efficient models enable data scientists to iterate quickly and helps
them to build better models. Another advantage of small models is
that after a prototype is approved for production, small models are
easily distributed to clients in an over the air update [23].
To get an overview of the current state of the art in efficient neural
networks, several methods will be discussed in this subsection. Some
general-purpose techniques will be introduced that can be used in a
wide variety of deep learning tasks.
2.2.1 16-bit floating-point mixed precision
Traditionally, floating-point numbers are represented using 32 bits.
This gives a high accuracy in the representation of numbers and is a
good size / accuracy trade-off for most applications. In deep learning,
matrix multiplications are the most expensive calculation step of the
algorithm. According to Horowitz et al., using 16-bit floats instead of
using 32-bit floats uses 4 times less energy in multiplication operations [20]. This is an interesting observation, but 32-bit floats are necessary for a few steps of the Backpropagation algorithm to avoid overflow problems. Fortunately, some of the compute intensive steps can
be computed on lower precision 16-bit floats without encountering
these issues. A mixed precision implementation of Backpropagation
achieves a speedup of the overall training process of ≈ 2X without
decrease in accuracy [37].
2.2.2 Weight sharing
Currently, weights in a weight matrix are represented as a floatingpoint number. In some cases, the values of multiple weights can be
really close together (e.g. 1.48, 1.53 and 1.49). In weight sharing, the
weights in the weight matrix are clustered. Similar weights are binned
together and the average of each bin is stored in a lookup table. In-
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stead of storing the floating-point values in the weight matrix, we
store a pointer to a shared weight [15]. In the example shown in 6
this reduces the memory size from 512 bits to 160 bits.

Figure 6: Weight sharing [15]

2.2.3 Quantization
In quantization, the network is trained using traditional methods.
The trained neural network consists of matrices containing floatingpoint numbers. The quantization step looks at several statistics of the
weights in the weight matrix, such as the minimum and maximum
value. Based on these statistics a suitable fixed-point format is chosen. This makes it possible to store all the values in a weight matrix
in the same fixed-point format and reduces its memory size. This
method is mainly applicable to FPGA chips (software defined semicustom chips. See glossary) and ASIC chips (fully custom chips. See
glossary) since they require some application specific hardware [46].
2.2.4 Sparse neural networks
Recent works show that the number of parameters of many modern
neural networks can be greatly reduced [15, 16]. Most modern neural networks use matrices to store the parameters of the networks. In
sparse neural networks, connections are stored in sparse matrices instead of dense ones. A simple way to train a sparse network is to start
with training a conventional neural network. After training, parameters close to zero are pruned away. This idea of pruning after training
is not new. LeCun et al. proposed to prune dense layers in neural networks as early as 1989 [30]. Recent works in sparse neural networks
have shown that sparse versions of many modern architectures can
achieve the same accuracy with only 10% of the parameters of the
original network [15, 16, 39].
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2.3

training sparse neural networks

Several methods have been proposed to train sparse neural networks.
In the previous subsection, a simple procedure was introduced. In the
next section, several more sophisticated methods will be discussed.
These methods can both learn the topology and weights of the network.
2.3.1 Pruning pre-trained non-sparse models
Several methods for training sparse layers are based on pruning methods. Pruning was first proposed by LeCun et al. [30]. This method was
revisited in a paper by Han et al. [16]. They proposed a method that
improved upon the previous works by using an iterative process for
pruning and retraining. The algorithm starts with a non-sparse neural
network trained using gradient descent. After training, the unimportant connections close to zero are pruned away. This leaves a smaller
network that can be retrained again using gradient descent. The process of training and pruning can be used iteratively until the desired
size is reached. Han et al. showed that more than 90% of the weights
in AlexNet could be pruned away without sacrificing accuracy.
Pruning methods have one clear disadvantage to the methods proposed in the next subsections. Pruning methods need a trained network before the pruning process can start. This means that the training process is still quite slow and needs a lot of memory. The other
methods in the remainder of this section are more efficient in this
regard.
2.3.2 Pruning during training using L0 regularization
When designing machine learning models, a trade-off should be made.
When the model is too powerful for a task it will tend to overfit the
data. Regularization is a group of techniques to prevent overfitting
[10]. A subclass of deep learning regularization techniques use Lp
norm penalties on the weight matrix. In norm-based regularization,
a norm penalty is added to the goal function to reduce the flexibility
of the network but increase its generalization [10]. Figure 7 shows the
penalty functions of different norms.
Louizos et al. introduced a method where they could perform L0
regularization using gradient-based optimization. The L0 norm is the
number of non-zero elements in a matrix. Hence, they penalized all
non-zeros in the weight matrix. A major downside of using the L0
norm is that it is non-differentiable. They tackled this problem by
smoothing the expected L0 norm and use the smoothed norm for
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Figure 7: Penalty functions of Lp norms [36]

gradient descent [36]. Hence, the connections are pruned away during the training process. This makes this method more efficient than
the pruning methods that start pruning after training is finished, but
the network is still large and needs more memory at the start of the
training process.
2.3.3 Sparse Evolutionary Training
The Sparse Evolutionary Training (SET) algorithm uses a different approach. Instead of reducing the number of parameters during training, it has a fixed number of parameters throughout the entire training procedure [39]. Traditional dense layers have a quadratic number
of weights with respect to the width of the layer (assuming the number of input and output neurons of the layers are roughly equal). In
the SET algorithm, this relation is chosen to be linear. This means that
the total number of parameters of a single layer is reduced quadratically with respect to the number of neurons in a dense layer. Mocanu
et al. proposed the SET algorithm to train a sparse Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) and sparse MLP and showed state of the art
performance over several datasets.
The SET algorithm works as follows (See Algorithm 1). First, a
sparse network is initialized. The topology of each layer is defined
by a bipartite Erdős Rényi random graph (See Subsection 2.4.1). After initialization the training starts. During an epoch, the weights are
trained using a standard training procedure such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). After a training epoch the fraction of the connections with the weights closest to zero are removed for each layer. After
which, new connections are added randomly between the neurons on
the left hand side (lhs) and right hand size (rhs) of the layer. For each
layer the number of added connections is equal to the number of removed connections to keep the total number of connections equal to
the starting state. After removing and adding new connections, we
go to the next epoch and repeat the process.
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Algorithm 1: Sparse Evolutionary Training [39]
input : ANN: Neural network model definition
ε: Initialization hyperparameter
ζ: Hyperparameter to set mutation rate
BInitialization procedure:
1 for each bipartite layer k in ANN do
2
m ← number of input neurons of layer k
3
n ← number of input neurons of layer k
4
Generate topology using an Erdős Rényi bipartite graph with
p :=
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

ε(n+m)
nm

end
BTraining procedure:
for each training epoch e do
Perform standard training procedure
Perform weight update
for each sparse layer in ANN do
remove fraction ζ of weights closest to zero
if e is not in last epoch then
add randomly new weights (connections) by the same
amount as the ones removed previously
end
end
end
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2.4

graph topologies

When choosing an appropriate topology for our network there are
two main approaches. The first is to initialize a random topology
and try to learn a better one. The second approach is to use domain
knowledge and try to come up with a static layout that is appropriate
for our learning task. In the next section, initialization topologies for
both approaches will be discussed.

(a) Dense

(b) Erdős Rényi

(c) Butterfly composite

Figure 8: Different network topologies

2.4.1 Bipartite Erdős Rényi graphs
Dense layers in a neural network are complete bipartite graphs. Each
node / neuron on the left hand side (lhs) is connected to all nodes
on the right hand side (rhs). A way to initialize a sparse layer would
be to generate a sparse bipartite graph with a random topology and
random weights. After initialization the layer can be trained to find a
more appropriate topology and weight configuration.
A bipartite Erdős Rényi graph is a simple model that can be used
to create random bipartite graphs [8]. There are two variations of the
Erdős Rényi model. The Gn,m,k model has a fixed number of edges,
while the Gn,m,p model has a random number of edges [41, 42]. The
parameters n and m represent the number of vertices on the lhs and
the rhs, respectively. A vertex on the lhs is connected via an edge to
a vertex on the rhs with probability p, independently of the existence
of other edges.
2.4.2 Static topologies
Instead of using a random layout and learning the topology, it is also
possible to create a static topology. OpenAI took this approach in a paper where they used block-sparsity. They initialized using a random
Small World topology on the block-level, after which they trained the
weights [11].
Another option that seemed interesting to us is to use a static nonrandom topology. Say you want similar properties as a dense layer.
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One of the properties of a dense layer is that every input node is connected to every output node. We want to have this property but with
less connections. As it turns out this is a well-established problem
in a different field. In a sense, this is very similar to (analog) phone
exchanges. There you also need to be able to connect every phone
to any other phone. In these types of applications, several classes of
networks are used that have this ability. A Multistage Interconnection Network (MIN) is a graph structure that is very similar to the
layered structure of a neural network. A Butterfly Network [35] is an
example of a MIN that could be interesting for deep learning. Initial
experiments of sparse neural networks with a butterfly layout seemed
promising, but due to scoping we were not able to do a more thorough analysis. Information about Butterfly Networks can be found in
Appendix C.
2.5

implementation background

When choosing an implementation strategy for the method proposed
in Chapter 3 one needs to take different things into consideration. The
goal is to find a suitable match between different elements that will
enable an efficient prototype. Even though it is out of scope to build
production ready software it is important to have code that runs fast,
is modular and easy to maintain.
In the next section, the three main implementation choices will
be discussed that make up the foundation of the prototype. These
choices are which data structure, which computation device and which
deep learning framework should be used. The choice of any single
element influences the choice of the other two. Hence, each choice
should be considered carefully.
2.5.1 Computation devices
The choice of computation device has a large impact on the speed
of computation. Hardware that is general-purpose can be a few orders of magnitude slower than application specific chips, but generalpurpose hardware usually is cheaper and more easily available.
Currently, GPUs and CPUs are the most common devices found
in consumer electronics that can be used for deep learning. GPUs are
more application specific than CPUs. They are harder to program but,
in many cases, more than an order of magnitude faster for deep learning than CPUs. This speed advantage makes GPUs popular for Deep
Learning and the default choice for many researchers. Recently however, a lot of work has been done to design optimized hardware for
deep learning, such as the Neural Engine found in modern iPhones
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and iPads [1, 52] and TPUs on the Google cloud [27].
These application specific devices are a lot more efficient than (semi)
general-purpose devices such as GPUs. The main disadvantage though
is the complexity of working with custom hardware setups. Furthermore, it prevents portability from one platform to another, since a
large part of the code is hardware specific. Because of these limitations we will only consider CPUs and GPUs in the rest of this section.
2.5.2 Data structures
The choice for a suitable data structure depends on the device used
for computation. Data structures that work well on CPUs might not
necessarily work well on GPUs. In the seminar preceding the thesis,
three efficient sparse matrix data structures were identified for the
CPU. The data structures were benchmarked using the SciPy Coo,
BSR and CSR implementations. Below, data structures are placed in
order of matrix multiplications speed with the Coo being the slowest
and BSR being the fastest. However, later in this section we show that
even the fastest CPU data structure is an order of magnitude slower
than GPU kernels. The following descriptions of Coo, CSR and BSR
are added for sake of completeness, but they are not used in the rest
of the thesis.
• Coordinate format (Coo): This simple format saves the shape
and non-zero values. Values are stored in a value coordinate
fashion. The values of non-zeros are stored in array v and their
coordinates are stored in array i and array j. This format is fast
for insertions and deletions, but slow for arithmetic operations
[51].
• Compressed Sparse Row format (CSR): This format consists of
three vectors. The first vector v contains all non-zero values
sorted in row order. The second vector c contains the column
number of the corresponding elements in v, thus c[i] is the column number of element v[i]. The last vector p contains pointers to the first element of a row in v. Thus, p[j] contains the
pointer that points to the first non-zero element in row j. So
say p[3] = 7. This would mean that the first element of row 3
is stored in v[7] and the column number of that value is stored
in c[7]. This format is fast for many arithmetic operations, but
slow for insertions and changes to the sparsity pattern [24, 50].
• Block Sparse Row format (BSR): This format is intended for matrices consisting of blocks that are either all zeros or all nonzeros (See figure 9). BSR is very similar to CSR, but instead of
saving single entries it saves blocks (sub matrices). It has the
same advantages and disadvantages as CSR, except for the fact
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that it can take advantage of hardware that is optimized for
dense matrix operations [50].
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Figure 9: A visualization of a block-sparse matrix [11]

Software support
An important part of choosing a data structure is assessing if there is
software support available. For sparse matrices there is only a limited
selection of efficient kernels. Some of the data structures are implemented in deep learning frameworks. For instance, TensorFlow and
PyTorch support the Coo format, while Theano supports CSR and
BSR [45, 55, 59]. Even though frameworks such as TensorFlow and
PyTorch support sparse matrices they are not well optimized or supported. In Tensorflow for instance it is not possible to have a sparse
tensor as a trainable variable [56].
Block-sparse GPU support
Generally, GPUs are faster than CPUs for deep learning. Until recently there was only little support for sparse data structures on a
GPU. This is because GPUs are optimized for dense matrix operations and don’t work well on sparse matrices. Block-sparse matrices
however are shown to work well on GPUs. A block-sparse matrix
consists of submatrices that are either all zeros or all non-zeros (See
figure 9). OpenAI released GPU kernels for the block-sparse neural
networks [11]. They didn’t elaborate the exact details of the underlying data structure, but their results show that they perform very
well. This makes these kernels very interesting for implementing our
proposed method.
2.5.3 Deep learning tools
Popularity
One of the important measures for choosing a deep learning tool /
framework is the popularity and community support of the frame-
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work. The aim of the project is to build an implementation that can
be used by other people. If the model is implemented using a popular
framework this will help adoption at Philips. Another advantage of
a large user base is that the actual process of implementation will be
easier since there is more community support. Even though it is hard
to measure the popularity of different frameworks there are some
indicators. The ranking in [34] and [25] show the popularity of different frameworks measured using several indicators. The rankings
were based on things like GitHub stars and forks, Stack Overflow activity, number of search results on Google and quarterly growth rate
of the results. Both rankings show TensorFlow and Keras as the most
popular options, followed by PyTorch.
Maturity and future support
Another important factor is the maturity and future support of the
framework. When looking at the top 10 frameworks (including Caffe2)
all frameworks are developed by big companies or research institutes.
Most of the projects have reached a reasonable level of maturity. Most
projects seem to be supported for the foreseeable future, except for
Theano. The head of the Montreal Institute for Learning Algorithms
(MILA) announced that Theano will no longer be actively be maintained after the end of 2018. [59]
Ease of use
Ease of use is an important factor to take into consideration. Ease of
use has two main aspects. The first being how easily other people can
implement the code from our project. This depends on how easy it is
to define a network using pre-built layers. Even though it is hard to
measure, most people seem to find Keras and PyTorch the easiest to
use in this context.
Secondly, ease of use is important in our development and research
process. In Keras it is hard to implement custom layers which use nonstandard operations and data structures. This is caused by the architecture of Keras. Keras can run on different backends (TensorFlow,
Theano and CNTK). When implementing non-standard features, one
must be familiar with all those backends to be able to implement it.
Two other frameworks which should be considered are TensorFlow
and PyTorch. They both take a very different approach. Traditionally
in TensorFlow the model is defined and compiled as a static piece of
software. During runtime the model is compiled, and computations
takes place outside of Python. PyTorch on the other hand interprets
Python code line by line. Hence, the models can be dynamic. The syntax is implemented in a way that feels very close to normal Python
(Numpy) code. This makes writing and debugging of models eas-
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ier. TensorFlow recently added similar support for dynamic compute
graphs, but support is still limited. Though this is likely to change in
the near future.
Support of Sparse networks
Support for sparse tensors is the most important feature of a framework for this project. Even though it is possible to create our own data
structures and algorithms it is very hard to do so and will add a big
overhead to the development process. TensorFlow supports sparse
tensors in a format close to the Coo data structure [55]. Unfortunately,
it does not support all operations needed to train these tensors [58].
Using the block-sparse kernels by OpenAI, Tensorflow can supports
block-sparse data structures as well. Most common operations are
supported in these kernels, which make it well suited for our use-case.
A disadvantage of these custom OpenAI kernels is poor support and
missing documentation. PyTorch has support for sparse tensors in
the Coo format. It seems to be less mature than TensorFlow since the
documentation page shows a warning message reading “This API
is currently experimental and may change in the near future.” Details can be found in the docs [45]. Theano supports another format
namely the CSR and BSR format. The implementation is well documented and has good tutorials [59].
2.5.4 Matrix multiplication benchmark
One of the first questions that comes up is what speed differences
exist between data structures and computation devices. The following
experiments benchmark these differences.
• SciPy CSR running on the CPU
• SciPy BSR running on the CPU with block size 32
• OpenAI Block-Sparse GPU kernels with block size 32
Performance was tested using the G nb , mb ,p variant of the bipartite
Erdős Rényi model, where m = n and p = 0.1. This matrix was
multiplied with a dense matrix of size n by 128 containing random
values. These are the same operations that would be performed if we
would have a single layer with n input dimensions and n output dimensions and a batch size of 128. To improve reliability, we repeated
every experiment 100 times. Experiments were performed on an HP
Z4 desktop with a Xeon W-2123 CPU @ 3.60GHz x8 and a GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti GPU. The results are shown in Table 3 and 10.
These experiments show two things. First, CPU operations are quite
fast when performed on small matrices. GPUs are slower on these
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Table 3: Time for matrix multiplication of different data structures (in seconds)
CSR

BSR 32

BS GPU 32

64

0.00744

0.01474

0.06562

128

0.01004

0.02022

0.06417

256

0.04463

0.05678

0.07573

512

0.15785

0.27160

0.08266

1024

0.61707

0.79974

0.08442

2048

2.97925

3.36309

0.10420

4096

13.5530

14.7681

0.14031

8192

73.5182

57.6855

0.21629

n

Figure 10: Benchmarking the speed of different sparsities

small operations. This probably has to do with the overhead of communication between the CPU and GPU. The second observation is
that GPUs are a lot faster when operations are being performed on
larger matrices. On a conventional size of 1024x1024 matrix the GPU
is roughly 10x faster than the CPU. On an extremely large matrix of
8192x8192 the GPU is more than two orders of magnitude faster than
on the CPU. It is important to note that the BSR and CSR data structure might not necessarily be very optimized, but these experiments
still show that the potential speedup from switching from a CPU to a
GPU is very large.
2.6

summary

Neural networks are a class of machine learning models that have
been shown to be very powerful. Currently, deep learning models
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require a lot of memory and computation power. Sparsifying the connections between neurons is one of several methods to improve the
efficiency of neural networks. Most algorithms to sparsify neural networks start with a dense network and prune away connections during
or after training. The Sparse Evolutionary Training (SET) algorithm
on the other hand starts with a sparse layout and has a fixed number
of parameters throughout the entire training procedure. This makes
the method more memory-efficient than other techniques, since it
never initializes a dense network. Unfortunately, sparse neural networks do not run efficiently on modern hardware and are poorly
supported by deep learning frameworks. OpenAI introduced BlockSparse GPU kernels for TensorFlow which are the only implementation for sparse deep learning that work well on non-specialized
hardware. Our experiments have shown these kernels perform matrix
multiplications more than an order of magnitude faster than sparse
matrix operations on the CPU. In the next chapter, we introduce an algorithm which combines the SET algorithm with a Block-Sparse data
structure to increase the computational efficiency of SET. We hope to
find an algorithm that combines the advantages of the SET algorithm
with the speed of Block-Sparse operations.
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Part II
M A I N R E S U LT S

3

PROPOSED METHOD

Quite a few algorithms have been proposed for training sparse neural networks. Most algorithms start with a dense network and prune
away connections (see Section 2.3). The SET algorithm on the other
hand starts with a sparse initialization and has a fixed sparsity level
throughout the entire training procedure [39] (see Subsection 2.3.3).
This means that the algorithm needs less memory during training
since it never initializes a dense layout. This makes it well suited for
resource-constrained training, since it uses less memory. Even though
the method performs well with significantly less parameters than a
dense network, it still has one major problem: there is currently no
hardware that supports parallelization of sparse matrix operations.
Hence, the SET algorithm is slow on traditional hardware.
The SET algorithm uses sparse matrices to denote the weights.
Most hardware is not optimized for operations on sparse matrices/tensors. Even though the algorithm should give a theoretical speed up,
actual computations do not reach the theoretical speeds because of
these hardware related inefficiencies. This issue can be solved using block sparsity (See Section 2.5.2 and Figure 9). In a standard
sparse matrix, elements can have a value or be empty independent
of surrounding elements. A block-sparse matrix however, consists of
submatrices that are either completely empty or are completely nonempty. A block-sparse matrix combines advantages of having less
parameters than a dense network with the hardware efficiencies of
block operations at the cost of having less flexibility during training.
However, block sparse matrices need a different mutation algorithm than traditional SET. In a block sparse topology, we need to
respect the block restriction. Instead of removing individual weights,
a block sparse data structure only allows for the removal of groups
of weights combined in a block. When a single weight in a block
seems insignificant it cannot be removed without removing neighboring weights in the block. Removing an entire block is quite aggressive compared to a single connection. This makes the mutations less
stable. Since the SET does not work on block-sparse matrices, we propose a different evolution policy called Weight Momentum Evolution
(WME).
Since there are multiple small adjustments to the SET algorithm, we
propose a generalized SET version which is a superset of the original
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method as introduced in [39]. This algorithm has a modular setup
and has more flexibility than the original algorithm (see Algorithm
2). Using generalized SET we can define different combinations of
initializations I and mutation policies M.
Algorithm 2: Generalized Sparse Evolutionary Training algorithm
input : ANN: Neural network model definition
I: procedure to initialize sparse layers p
M: mutation policy
BInitialization procedure:
1 Initialize ANN model
2 for each bipartite layer k in ANN do
3
Generate a sparsely connected for layer k using initialization
procedure I
4 end
BTraining procedure:
5 for each training epoch e do
6
Perform standard training procedure with a momentum
7
Perform weight update
8
Perform topology mutation according to policy M
9 end
Based on this algorithm we can define different combinations of
initialization I and mutation policies M. In this thesis we focus on
Block-Sparse Evolutionary Training (BSET) which is defined as the
subset of GSET algorithms where both initialization I and mutation
policy M use block-sparse matrices.
3.1

initialization

One of the challenges of a sparse neural net is the initialization. In
dense layers one only has to initialize the weights. When initializing
sparsely we also need to decide which connections are active. A good
initialization might provide a head start for the algorithm and should
make the optimization process easier. In the following section, a new
initialization method will be proposed. First, a high-level overview
is given of the initialization procedure. Then, the algorithm will be
discussed in more detail. Two initialization variants will be proposed
based on Erdős Rényi random graphs. One variant was proposed by
Mocanu et al. [39] and the other variant is new. The performance of
both initializations will be assessed in a later chapter.
We present the formal definition of the initialization for a weight
matrix. A graphic example can be found in Figure 11, where Subfigure 11a is random matrix T and Subfigure 11b shows the resulting
weight matrix W.
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Definition 3.1.1. The weight matrix W of size m by n with blocks size
b, where both m and n are divisible by b is defined by the following
formula:
W = M ◦ (T ⊗ B)

(1)

n
where M is random matrix of size m
b by b following a matrix uniform distribution, T is a binary matrix denoting the topology on the
block level, B is a unit matrix of size b by b, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker
product and ◦ is a Hadamard product.
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Figure 11: A visualization of a block-sparse matrix [11]

3.1.1 Overview
The initialization procedure is performed in two steps. First, topology
T of the weight matrix is generated on the block level. This step determines which blocks are active and which blocks are not active. In the
second step, the weights of the active blocks are initialized according
to a glorot uniform initialization procedure [57].
A toy example is given in Figure 12. The plot shows a generated
Erdős Rényi layout T and how it is transformed into a block-sparse
layer. Algorithm 3 contains the pseudocode of the initialization algorithm. The first step of the algorithm (line 1, 2) will be discussed in
Subsection 3.1.2
3.1.2 Bipartite Erdős Rényi graph initialization
Similar to the paper by Mocanu et al. we use the Gn,m,p model,
which is a bipartite Erdős Rényi random graph to initialize the block
level topology of the weight matrix [39] (See Subsection 2.4.1). In the
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(a) Block level topology T

(b) Resulting topology with block
size 2

Figure 12: Example of a block level layout turned into topology

Algorithm 3: Initialization procedure
input : ρ: Function to calculate p
x: Hyperparameter for function ρ
m: Number of input dimensions of current layer
n: Number of output dimensions of current layer
1 p ← ρ(x, m, n)
BCalc probability p for edge creation
m n
2 T ← GenBipartiteErdösRényi( b , b , p)
BInit layout on
block level
3

W ← Initialize the weights according to Definition 3.1.1

Gn,m,p model, the value p is the probability that an arbitrary connection is active. Mocanu et al. chose p as follows [39] 1 :


ε(n + m)
p := min 1,
nm

(2)

This value for p results in a linear number of connections with respect
to m and n if ε  m ∧ ε  n [39]. Which means that we expect a
linear number of connections in the weight matrix with respect to the
number of input neurons n and output neurons m.
Dense layers have a quadratic number of connections. Having a
linear instead of quadratic number of parameters is a nice property
to reduce the size of the model. Experiments in [39] show that reduction of parameters does not reduce the learning ability of the network.
However, Mocanu et al. do not motivate the choice for p and why a
linear complexity works well from a theoretical point of view. In the
next section, we first build an intuition why their choice of p will
be sub-optimal in our setting. We will propose a different value for p
and motivate why this value is well suited for our case. Lastly, a proof
will be given which shows that our method also has linear complexity.

ε(n+m)

1 Actually the Mocanu et al. defined p := nm . However, strictly speaking this is
not a probability since the range of p is not between 0 and 1.
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First, let’s get an intuition why the value p proposed by Mocanu et
al. does not work for our setting. In case of block-sparsity, the model
initializes the bipartite Erdős Rényi graph on the block level. This
means that instead of an Gn,m,p model, we actually use a G nb , mb ,p
model. The following formula shows how this effects the calculation
for p.



m 
εb( n
ε(n + m)
b + b)
p = min 1,
= min 1, 2 n m
nm
b (b · b )

n
m 
ε( + )
= min 1, bn mb
b( b · b )

(3)
(4)

Note that the block size does not have an effect on the resulting probability. The following example however provides an intuition why
this might not be adequate for our setting. Say we have a layer with
n = 192 input neurons and m = 96 output neurons. The probability that a single connection is active is given by equation 2, hence
p = 20(192+96)
≈ 31.25%. Using this probability, we can calculate
192·96
the probability that an arbitrary neuron ni has no outgoing edges is
P(d(ni ) = 0) = (1 − 0.3125)96 = 2.389e−16 .
When we have a block size of 32 the case is very different. The
value for p is the same as in the non block-sparse case, but the probability that an arbitrary neuron ni has at least one outgoing edge is
a lot smaller. Because of block-sparsity connections now occur on the
block level. On the output side there are m/b = 96/32 = 3 blocks
of neurons. On the block level ni has only three potential outgoing
edges. Hence, the probability that neuron ni is unconnected to the
next layer is P(d(ni ) = 0) = (1 − 0.3125)3 = 32.5%. This means that
there is a high probability that data will not flow to the next layers.
This gives an extreme example of why the block size should be
considered when choosing the value for p. In most real life cases the
difference between sparse and block sparse is smaller, but this issue
still exists.
Positive Degree Based Initialization (PDBI)
We argue and experimentally show in Chapter 4 that at initialization time a high probability of a neuron being connected to at least
one neuron in the next layer is a requirement for a performant neural network. Hence, we don’t want disconnected neurons. Based on
this argument we propose a methodology for choosing p, based on a
user picked maximum probability that an arbitrary neuron in a layer
does not have any connections. This means that the user chooses a
threshold for the probability that the degree of any arbitrary neuron
in a single layer in the bipartite graph is zero. A proof will be given
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that shows that an Erdős Rényi bipartite graph with a positive degree
based p has a linear number of connections with respect m and n assuming m ∼ n.
First, let’s start with deriving the value p for our Erdős Rényi random bipartite graph. p is the probability that an arbitrary connection
is active. In PDBI, the method for determining the value of p is based
on the probability that an arbitrary neuron is disconnected in the
graph. We want to calculate the probability that an arbitrary node
has a degree 0 given this probability. To start we take with the simplified case where an arbitrary node mi is taken from the left hand side
(lhs) of the bipartite graph.
P(d(mi ) = 0) = 1 − P(Wij = 1)

 nb

(5)

Where P(Wij = 1) is the probability that connection Wij is active.
Next, an upper bound is taken on the generalized case where we take
an arbitrary neuron from either side of the graph. The probability
p(d(qi ) = 0) where q = m ∪ n and qi is an arbitrary node in the
bipartite graph can be calculated as follows:
P(d(qi ) = 0) 6 (1 − P(Wij = 1))

min(m,n)
b

(6)

We can rewrite this inequality to obtain the following probability that
an arbitrary connection is active:
b

P(Wij = 1) 6 1 − P(d(qi ) = 0) min(m,n)

(7)

Based on this inequality we define p as follows.
Definition 3.1.2. In degree based initialization the p value of an Erdős
Rényi initialized bipartite graph is defined as:
b

p := 1 − pdmin(m,n)

(8)

where pd is a user defined parameter that denotes the probability
that an arbitrary neuron in the bipartite graph is disconnected, b is
the block size, n and m represent the number of vertices on the lhs
and the rhs, respectively.
When comparing degree based initialization with the method proposed by Mocanu et al. we have user defined parameter pd rather
than ε, as above in (2).
Size complexity of Positive Degree Based Initialization
A Gn,m,p Erdős Rényi graph has a random number of connections.
An important question to answer is what number of connections we
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expect to get, since this determines the memory and computational
requirements. The expected number of weights in the matrix define
both the expected space complexity and expected computational complexity of our model. We can find this complexity by calculating the
limiting behavior of the expected number of weights with respect to
the width of the layer. To calculate this number we start with the expected number of connections in an G nb , mb ,p model. Since this model
gives us the number of connections on a block level, we need to multiply this number by the number of connections per block. This yields
that the expected number of connections is given by:
m n 
 mn · p 
E[E(G nb , mb ,p )] = b2 ·
· · p = b2 ·
(9)
b b
b2
= mn · p
(10)


b
(11)
= mn · 1 − pdmin(m,n)
Next, pb
d is denoted as φ for notational convenience. Since 0 6 pd 6 1
and b ∈ N+ we have that 0 6 φ 6 1. The the expected number of
connections is given by:




1
E[E(G nb , mb ,p )] = mn · 1 − φ min(m,n) ≈ m2 · 1 − φ1/m
(12)


1
= m2 · 1 − e m ln φ
(13)
Using the following Taylor series ex =
equation to:

P∞

xi
i=0 i!

∞
1
X
(m
ln φ)i
E[E(G nb , mb ,p )] ≈ m · 1 −
i!

is used to rewrite our

!

2

(14)

i=1

Expanding the Taylor series ex =
us:

P∞

xi
i=0 i!

= 1+x+

x2
2!

+

x3
3!

. . . gives

ln φ ln2 φ
+
+ O(1/m3 )
E[E(G nb , mb ,p )] ≈ m2 · 1 − 1 +
m
2m2

!!

(15)
= −m2 ·

ln φ ln2 φ
+
+ O(1/m3 )
m
2m2

= −m ln φ −

ln2 φ
− O(1/m)
2

!
(16)
(17)

When we take the limit of this function we see that 1/m goes to zero.
Since φ is a constant and 0 6 φ 6 1 we end up with an increasing
linear term plus a constant. Thus, we conclude that assuming m ∼ n
we have that:
E[E(G nb , mb ,p )] = O(m)

(18)
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In short, we set the requirement that the probability that an arbitrary
node in a bipartite graph is disconnected must be smaller than pd .
This proof showed that using a bipartite Erdős Rényi graph and assuming m ∼ n, we get a linear expected number of edges with respect
to the number of vertices while still respecting this requirement.
Analyzing initialization methods

Figure 13: Comparing behavior of different p functions and varying constants.

Figure 13 shows the difference in behavior between two p functions
with varying constants. The plot shows that Mocanu p is a piece-wise
function. This is caused by the fact that p := ε(n+m)
is not restricted
nm
to the range of 0 6 p 6 1 which is a requirement for p in the Gn,m,p
model. Therefore, the range must be limited artificially. Mocanu p and
PDBI p decrease at roughly the same rate when ε = 24 and pd = 0.05
and m = n becomes large.
In summary, Positive Degree Based Initialization (PDBI) defines
an initialization strategy based on a bipartite Erdős Rényi random
graph. Contrary to earlier work by Mocanu et al. it defines a different
function for calculating the p parameter for the bipartite Erdős Rényi
model and improves upon the earlier work in three ways. First, our
method guarantees with a user defined probability that data from
each input neuron flows to the next layer. We proved that it is possible to initialize with a linear expected complexity of the number
of connections with respect to the width of the layer, while respecting this guarantee. Second, in positive degree based initialization p
is well defined, both for small and large networks. Third, this initialization method takes the block size into consideration, which should
improve performance.
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3.2

mutation

One of the challenges of a sparse neural network is that we don’t
know which connections are important for the performance of the
network. The SET algorithm uses an evolutionary strategy to learn
which connections are important during training. We generalized this
method in Algorithm 2 discussed earlier in this chapter. It is more
flexible and allows for different mutation policies depending on the
setting. In this section we will first revisit this algorithm and introduce a slightly altered procedure based on the weight evolution policy proposed in the SET algorithm by D.C. Mocanu et al. Instead of
learning which connections are important we want to know which
blocks are important. This requires a different approach than the current SET algorithm.
Building upon (block based) weight evolution, we introduce a novel
policy to evolve a neural network. This policy is called Weight Momentum Evolution (WME) and will be discussed in Subsection 3.2.2.
Instead of just using the weights of the connections at the moment of
evolution, it also uses the ‘speed’ at which the weights change. This
is based on the intuition that strong weights are important, but small
weights which are adjusted quickly (large momentum) might become
important in the future as well.
3.2.1 Weight Evolution
Weight Evolution is the mutation policy proposed in the SET paper
[39]. It removes the fraction ζ of weights W that are closest to zero.
In order to apply this algorithm to a block sparse setting we need to
have some measure of importance of a block. We choose to take the
L2 norm of each block (See Glossary Lp norm), since it places less
emphasis on small weights and more emphasis on large weights in a
block. The rationale behind this is that small weights have little effect
on predictions made by the network. Based on this metric we make
the decision if the block should or should not be removed. Blocks
with a small L2 norm should be removed and blocks with a large
L2 norm should remain. Algorithm 4 shows the pseudocode of the
algorithm and the Venn diagram visualizes the subset of connections
that should be removed in gray.
C
Z
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Algorithm 4: Weight Evolution
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

for each bipartite layer in ANN do
if e is not the last training epoch then
Z ← fraction ζ of weight blocks with the smallest L2 norm
Remove Z from weight matrix W
Add |Z| new blocks randomly
end
end

Weight Evolution however did not seem to achieve the desired performance. Results in Subsection 4.3.4 show that the algorithm does
not converge properly. In CIFAR-10 for instance we get a maximum
test accuracy of 58.9% while a dense network achieves an accuracy of
68.7%. Below we propose an improved version of the algorithm that
has better performance.
3.2.2 Weight-Momentum Evolution
Most modern gradient descent algorithms use momentum to improve
their performance. This momentum gives some hints about which
connections are important. Connections with big momentum get large
weight updates and had a large gradient in previous time steps. The
magnitude of the gradient hints that the corresponding weight has
an important effect on the prediction of the network. Thus, a large
momentum hints that a connection is important.
In the Weight Momentum Evolution (WME) policy this observation
is used to improve the algorithm. The rationale behind this policy is
that blocks that either have large momentum or large weights are important for the network at this moment or might become important
connections in the near future. Blocks that both have a small momentum and small weight give a good indication that the blocks do not
contribute to the overall performance of the network. This results in
the following algorithm.
First, we take the fraction Z of weight blocks with the smallest
L2 . Second, we get the fraction K of the momentum blocks with the
smallest L2 value. We then take the intersection of these two sets.
Hence, we get a subset of connections with both a small weight and
a small momentum. This subset is removed during the evolution step
(Venn diagram visualizes the subset of connections that should be
removed in gray). Algorithm 5 shows the pseudocode of the WeightMomentum evolution policy.
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C
Z

K

Algorithm 5: Weight-Momentum evolution
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

for each bipartite layer in ANN do
if e is not the last training epoch then
Z ← fraction ζ of weight blocks with the smallest L2 norm
K ← fraction κ of the momentum blocks with the smallest
L2 norm
Π ← blocks of connections where Z ∩ K
Remove the blocks corresponding to the connections in Π
Add |Π| new blocks randomly
end
end

3.2.3 Mutation rate schedule
Tuning the mutation rate of an evolutionary algorithm is important
for its performance. A high mutation rate is good for exploration, but
bad for exploitation. The algorithm tries out a lot of new connections
but doesn’t utilize the existing connections well. A low mutation rate
on the other hand is good for exploitation, but bad for exploration.
The algorithm evolves slowly and doesn’t try out many new connections.
Generally, a high mutation rate is beneficial at the start of training
and a low mutation rate is better later in the process. These properties
can be combined using a mutation rate schedule. At the start, we have
a high mutation rate and we linearly decrease the rate to zero over
a certain number of epochs. For our method this means that when
we use a learning rate schedule, we linearly decrease Z and K to zero
during training.
3.2.4 Block insertion
During each mutation step, blocks are removed and others are added.
In the previous subsections, two evolution policies have been discussed. These policies select which blocks need to be removed. In this
subsection we will discuss how to select and initialize new blocks.
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When new blocks need to be added, they need a location in the
weight matrix and weights in the block. When inserting a new block,
each inactive block in the weight matrix has an equal probability of
being selected to become active. The weights of all new blocks are
initialized using a uniform distribution. That has a uniform probability between a and b. The parameters a and b are chosen such that
the variance of the new weights is similar to the variance of existing
weights.
The σ2 of a uniform distribution is defined as follows:
σ2 :=

1
(b − a)2
12

(19)

Now let σ be the standard deviation of the active weights in the
weight matrix. When we assume that the distribution is zero centered
a = −b. This means we get:
σ2 =

1
1
4
1
(b − a)2 = (2b)2 = b2 = b2
12
12
12
3

(20)

This can be rewritten to the following equation:
√
b = 3σ

(21)

Based on this argument we define a and b as follows:
√
√
b := 3σ
a := − 3σ

(22)

3.3

summary

In this chapter we proposed a method to improve the resource efficiency of deep neural networks. We aimed to combine the memory
efficiency of SET algorithm with the speed advantages of dense matrix operations. We introduced a generalized version of the SET algorithm called Generalized Sparse Evolutionary Training (GSET). This
algorithm has a modular setup which allows us to combine different initialization and mutation algorithms. Block-Sparse Evolutionary
Training (BSET) algorithms are the subset of GSET algorithms where
both the initialization and mutation policy are block-sparse. In this
chapter we proposed the following modules for BSET:
• Positive Degree Based Initialization (PDBI): A new initialization technique based on the method proposed by Mocanu et
al. [39]. PDBI improves upon earlier work in three ways. First,
our method guarantees with a user defined probability that data
from each input neuron flows to the next layer. We proved that
it is possible to initialize with a linear expected complexity of
the number of connections with respect to the width of the
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layer, while respecting this guarantee. Second, in positive degree based initialization p is well defined, both for small and
large networks. Third, this initialization method takes the block
size into consideration, which should improve performance.
• Weight Evolution (WE): This mutation algorithm is a BlockSparse version of the method proposed by Mocanu et al. [39].
It uses the L2 norm of the weight of each block to decide which
blocks should make it to the next generation.
• Weight Momentum Evolution (WME): This algorithm is an improvement of the WE algorithm. It uses both the L2 norm of
the weight of each block and the L2 norm of the momentum of
each block to decide which blocks should make it to the next
generation.
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4.1

implementation details

TensorFlow was used as a base for the implementation of the algorithms proposed in the previous chapter. This deep learning framework was chosen for multiple reasons. The first reason is that TensorFlow can utilize the GPU which gives us more than an order of
magnitude speedup compared with a neural network running on the
CPU. The second reason is that TensorFlow is the most popular deep
learning framework at this point in time [25]. The third reason is the
availability of OpenAI’s Block-Sparse GPU kernels for TensorFlow.
To improve the ease of use of our models, we wrote a TensorflowKeras implementation for these GPU kernels. This means that the
layer is fully compatible with the Keras API. Currently, the new layer
is under review at OpenAI in pull request 18 at [12].
As discussed before, Tensorflow uses static compute graphs by default. This does not work well with an evolutionary algorithm since
we want to change the compute graph. Dynamic compute graphs
are better suited for our application. Unfortunately, we were not able
to get the dynamic compute graphs to work with the Block-Sparse
GPU kernels. A workaround was needed to implement mutations in
a static graph. Our workaround works as follows. First, we build a
Keras Model with block-sparse layers. This model is trained for a
single epoch after which it needs to evolve. We export the evolved
model and remove the old model from memory. After removal, a
new session is created. The exported model is reloaded and training
is continued for another epoch. This procedure is wrapped into an
API which takes care of training, mutation deletion and reloading of
the model. This is handled in the background and makes it easy to
use block-sparse evolutionary models in other settings.
In the paper by Mocanu et al. the SET algorithm was benchmarked
using an sReLU activation layer. For the final experiment we wanted
to keep as close to the original architecture as possible. Unfortunately,
the sReLU implementation in Keras-Contrib was not compatible with
Tensorflow-Keras. We patched this issue and published the source at
[13].
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4.2

evaluation

Benchmarking the performance of the proposed algorithm serves two
purposes. The first is to compare the performance of the algorithm
against existing works and the second is to see how well they work
in a Philips setting. Our experiments were designed to serve these
two purposes. The selection of datasets, network architectures, preprocessing methods and hyperparameters settings will be discussed
in the following subsections. Most experiments use the default architectures and hyperparameters discussed below. In some cases, different settings were used, but this is explicitly stated for each experiment.
4.2.1 Datasets
Several datasets have been used to benchmark the algorithm. We decided to get an overlap between datasets used in related works [39],
[44] and areas where Philips is active. This way the performance of
the algorithm can be compared against the state of the art and we can
test how well the algorithm works for potential commercial applications. The Philips product portfolio contains products in the areas of
medical imaging and EEG equipment. Previous works used datasets
in similar areas. Even though they do not match the exact setting
of Philips they do give a good indication of their performance in a
Philips setting. An overview of the statistics of each dataset can be
found in Appendix D.1 and a short textual description is given below.
Image datasets

Table 4: Overview of image datasets
Name

Description

Dimensions

Augmented

CIFAR-10

Object classification

32x32 RGB

Yes

MNIST

Digit classification

28x28 grayscale

No

Fashion-MNIST

Clothing object detection

28x28 grayscale

No

Other datasets

Table 5: Overview of non-image datasets
Name

Description

Epilepsy

Detect epilepsy using EEG data
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4.2.2 Network architecture & training setup
The goal of our experiments is to gain insight in the performance
of the different variations of the BSET algorithm. The network architecture is kept simple to show the effect of the Block-Sparse layers.
The network architecture is defined as follows and is the same for all
datasets:
• Block-Sparse layer with L2 regularization, Batch Normalization,
ReLU, Dropout 0.3
• Block-Sparse layer with L2 regularization, Batch Normalization,
ReLU, Dropout 0.3
• Block-Sparse layer with L2 regularization, Batch Normalization,
ReLU, Dropout 0.3
• Dense layer, Softmax
The sizes for the three hidden layers are [1024,1024,1024] units for all
datasets except for CIFAR-10 and Fashion-MNIST. For these datasets,
we used [4096,1024,4096] units and [192, 192, 192] units for the hidden layers, respectively. The width of the input and output layers are
defined by the dimensions of the input data and labels. A limitation
of working with a block-sparse input is that the input must have a
shape that is divisible by the block size. In some cases, we needed to
add padding to the dataset to make sure that the input of the network
has the correct shape. In case of images we chose to add a padding
on the left side and bottom of the image. For non-image datasets we
padded at the end.
All datasets were preprocessed in some way. Featurewise centering
and featurewise standard deviation normalization was applied to all
datasets. On some datasets image augmentation was applied. If the
image dataset was augmented the following setup was used:
• Featurewise centering around 0
• Featurewise standard deviation normalization by dividing the
features by the standard deviation of the training set
• Randomly apply rotation in the range between 0 and 10 degrees
• Randomly shift images horizontally with the max shift being
10% of the total width
• Randomly shift images vertically with the max shift being 10%
of the total height
• Randomly flip images horizontally
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An important step in training neural networks is selecting appropriate hyperparameters. The batch size for the experiments is similar
to the batch size reported in [39]. The batch size was chosen slightly
larger to reflect a number that is a power of two. This is a common
practice in the deep learning community and might in some cases
give speedup advantages due to hardware having memory sizes that
are powers of two. Networks are trained for 500 epochs. Unfortunately, we were not able to train for more epochs due to computational budget restrictions. Hyperparameters Z, K and the block size
are chosen based on the experiments reported in subsection 4.3.1 and
4.3.3. The parameter φ was chosen based on the results of our experiments in subsection 4.3.5. For the momentum term the default value
of Tensorflow Keras was used. An overview of all hyperparameters
can be found below.
• Batch size: 128

• L2 regularization: 0.01

• Block size: 8

• Block initialization:

• Epochs: 500
• Evolution: WME
– Zeta: 0.2

4.3

– PDBI
– φ: 0.01
• Optimizer:

– Kappa: 0.2

– SGD with momentum

– Schedule: None

– Momentum: 0.9

results

4.3.1 Hyper parameter search Z and K
Weight Momentum Evolution (WME) is a new training algorithm.
Since there is no previous work in this area, there is no guideline
for choosing hyperparameters. In the following section, we aim to
provide this guideline. CIFAR-10 provides a good level of complexity
and was chosen as the dataset for hyper parameter optimization. The
Z and K parameter were tuned to maximize accuracy using a grid
search. This search method might not be the fastest hyperparameter
search technique but does give us a good understanding of what happens for different combinations of Z and K. Subsection 4.2 shows the
hyperparameter settings. The table in Appendix E shows the results
in detail. A visual representation of the results can be found in Figure 14. Please note that due to limited computational resources some
hyperparameter combinations were excluded from our search, as a
preliminary experiment showed these combinations to have bad performance.
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Figure 14: Maximum accuracies of different combinations of Z and K during
hyperparameter search on CIFAR-10

The hyperparameter search shows several interesting properties of
the WME algorithm. The first property is that large values for Z and
K makes the training graph more erratic (see Figure 15). The accuracy shows a larger variance and tends to jump up and down during
training. This makes training less stable. One might expect that the
most stable algorithm achieves the highest accuracy, but this does not
seem to be the case. One explanation might be provided by the exploration / exploitation trade-off. A low value for Z and K makes
training very stable but prevents exploration. A high value for these
parameters makes the algorithm too unstable. Too many connections
are removed after each step and gradient descent does not have time
to recover during the epochs.

(a) Training graph with Z = 0.2 and (b) Training graph with Z = 0.6 and
K = 0.2
K = 0.6
Figure 15: Training graphs on CIFAR-10 with different hyper parameters

The second interesting property is that the mutation rate shrinks
during evolution (see Figure 16). This behavior is caused by the fact
that after some training epochs there are less blocks with low weights
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and a small momentum. Blocks with these properties have been removed in previous epochs. This means that the algorithm is more
exploration focused in the beginning and becomes more exploitation
focused during training.

(a) Mutation rate with Z = 0.2 and (b) Mutation rate with Z = 0.6 and
K = 0.2
K = 0.6
Figure 16: Mutation rate on CIFAR-10 with different hyper parameters

The third property that stood out is the fact that a more aggressive mutation rate (e.g. Z = 0.3, K = 0.3) seems to be beneficial during the start of the training (see Figure 14). It converges faster for
the first 100 epochs but seems to be too aggressive after that. Even
though the algorithm by itself already has the property that the mutation rate shrinks it still seems to be too aggressive. Z = 0.2, K = 0.2
seem to perform better between 100 - 400 epochs. After 400 epochs
Z = 0.1, K = 0.1 seems to be the best setting. This suggests that a mutation rate schedule that decreases during training is beneficial for
the accuracy.
In short, we can recommend two different hyperparameter settings.
When having a linear mutation schedule, we suggest a Z and K value
of 0.3. When having static mutation parameters we recommend a Z
and K value between 0.1 and 0.2. Based on these results we choose
the default hyperparameters outlined in section 4.2 to be Z = 0.2 and
K = 0.2 without a mutation rate schedule.
4.3.2 Comparing initialization methods
Section 3.1.2 outlined PDBI which is a new method for initializing the
graph topology and calculating the expected number of connections
in our network. This new method is benchmarked against the original
method outlined in the paper by Mocanu et al. [39]. Our benchmark
uses the experimental setup outlined in Section 4.2, except for the
initialization method. We choose the hyperparameter ε for Mocanu’s
method and φ for PDBI such that the expected number of edges of
the experiment will be similar. We expect PDBI φ = 0.1 to have the
least edges, followed by Mocanu initialization with ε = 18 and PDBI
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φ = 0.01 to have the most edges. Results of our experiments can be
found in Table 6.
These experiments show that accuracies of the method by Mocanu
et al. are in between the PDBI φ = 0.1 and φ = 0.001 in most cases.
This behavior reflects the number of parameters and is a result of the
choice of hyperparameters. Please note that the Fashion-MNIST PDBI
φ = 0.01 experiment failed and did not converge. This probably has
to do with the fact that the number of blocks is too small for the gradients to flow, but more research is needed to draw any conclusions
as to why this happens.
Table 6: Evaluating the performance of different initialization strategies
cifar10
Initializer

Width

Mocanu

64

ε = 18

epilepsy

fmnist

mnist

acc

# weights

acc

#weights

acc

# weights

acc

# weights

0.5678

66570

0.9808

10242

0.8710

19850

0.9735

21130

192

0.6111

78026

0.9808

23874

0.8826

36682

0.9812

37834

512

0.6363

114570

0.9821

60034

0.8845

75274

0.9811

74378

1024

0.6464

172106

0.9795

111106

0.8944

131722

0.9823

131402

PDBI

64

0.5562

52426

0.9830

6210

0.8732

16138

0.9669

15946

φ = 0.1

192

0.6048

65802

0.9800

14722

0.8785

24010

0.9779

26314

512

0.6202

85066

0.9808

36610

0.8820

44042

0.9830

45514

1024

0.6362

117130

0.9782

75778

0.8849

81546

0.9818

78986

PDBI

64

0.5724

95178

0.9804

8770

0.1000

26954

0.9713

28298

φ = 0.01

192

0.6136

123594

0.9839

22466

0.8839

47690

0.9811

45130

512

0.6418

159626

0.9778

62850

0.8866

79882

0.9818

76234

1024

0.6471

213450

0.9778

127362

0.8930

137674

0.9800

139786

4.3.3 Effect block size on accuracy
In this section we are going to test how PDBI responds to varying
block sizes. In Subsection 3.1.2 we argued that you need more blocks
to get a good performance when the block size is large. To test our
initialization procedure we used the default setup and hyperparameters as outlined in Section 4.2, except for the block size. Table 7 shows
the results of the experiment. Please note that we defined the sparsity
number of active parameters
level as follows: sparsity := 1 − number of parameters in dense network
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Table 7: Evaluating the effect of different block sizes on the sparsity and
maximum accuracy
cifar10
Blocksize

acc

epilepsy
sparsity

acc

fmnist
sparsity

acc

mnist
sparsity

acc

sparsity

8

0.6703

0.97417

0.979565

0.94750

0.8849

0.80605

0.9819

0.98814

16

0.6755

0.95491

0.981739

0.90133

0.8826

0.66055

0.9846

0.97953

32

0.6780

0.91150

0.980870

0.83458

0.1000

0.34632

0.9863

0.96069

These experiments show that larger blocks outperform smaller blocks
by a small margin in most cases. However, a block size of 32 needs
roughly three times more parameters than a block size of 8. Even
though the number of parameters when using block size 32 is a lot
higher than with a block size of 8 we only see a small improvement in
the accuracy. Again, we have one instance where the model did not
converge. More research is needed to understand why this happens.
4.3.4 Testing evolution policies
Using the guidelines proposed in the previous sections, it is now
possible to compare the performance Weight Momentum Evolution
(WME), Weight Evolution (WE) and Momentum Evolution (ME). For
these experiments we used the hyperparameters and experimental
setup outlined in Section 4.2, except for the mutation policy. In these
experiments we used WME with Z = 0.2, K = 0.2, WE with Z = 0.2
and ME with K = 0.1. The results can be found in table 8.

Table 8: Maximum accuracies of different mutation policies after 500 epochs
Mutation

cifar10

epilepsy

fmnist

mnist

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

Algorithm

rate

ME

None

0.6327

0.9804

0.8775

0.9804

WE

None

0.5890

0.9804

0.8747

0.9799

WME

None

0.6681

0.9804

0.8826

0.9833

Linear

0.6748

0.9821

0.8817

0.9800

None

0.6714

0.9782

0.8808

0.9844

Static

These results show that WE has the poorest performance followed
by ME. WME and No evolution have similar performance. Two possible explanations for the small difference in performance of WME and
No evolution are that the graph was initialized with too many connections, hence evolution to find the right connections is not needed.
The second explanation might be that mutating entire blocks is too
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unstable to achieve the best accuracies.
When inspecting the training graphs, we find that WE converges
quickly and peaks, but seems to diverge after its peak (See figure 17).
WE converges fast, but seems to overtrain after 150 epochs. WME
converges quickly as well without diverging after its peak. Training
without evolution converges more slowly and still seems to improve
after 500 epochs.

(a) Weight Evolution

(b) Momentum Evolution

(c) Momentum Weight Evolution

(d) No Evolution

Figure 17: Training graphs of CIFAR-10 with different mutation policies

4.3.5 Benchmarking Weight-Momentum Evolution
It is important to benchmark our mutation algorithm against a baseline model. In this case the baseline is a sparse neural network without evolution. For this experiment we used the default settings as outlined in 4.2, except for the mutation algorithm. Our mutation policy
was either no evolution or WME with a linear mutation rate schedule. These results show that WME outperforms the static baseline
when the sparsity is high (See table 9). However, we can also see that
the baseline performs very well when the sparsity is slightly lower.
When looking at the results in the next subsection we see that the
baseline model with a low sparsity (e.g 5,6% in CIFAR-10) performs
on par with a dense network. This seems to suggest that the baseline
already has enough parameters for training to a high degree of accuracy. Hence, searching for the right connections is not needed. In
short, our experiments show that WME improves the accuracy when
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Table 9: Maximum accuracies after 500 epochs and sparsity levels of different initialization and mutation policies
cifar10
Initializer

Algorithm

PDBI φ = 0.1
PDBI φ = 0.01
PDBI φ =

10−3

PDBI φ =

10−4

PDBI φ =

10−5

acc

epilepsy
sparsity

acc

fmnist
sparsity

acc

mnist
sparsity

acc

sparsity

WME

0.6713

0.985273

0.976522

0.969567

0.8789

0.894291

0.9829

0.993072

Static

0.6466

0.985334

0.975652

0.968929

0.8804

0.888758

0.9796

0.993235

WME

0.6806

0.974467

0.981304

0.944456

0.8831

0.800242

0.9842

0.988672

Static

0.6787

0.974694

0.981304

0.945509

0.8846

0.815179

0.9842

0.988388

WME

0.6921

0.964164

0.979130

0.920371

0.8806

0.739111

0.9857

0.984239

Static

0.6822

0.964473

0.979565

0.922034

0.8852

0.745196

0.9835

0.983873

WME

0.6870

0.953533

0.981304

0.901025

0.8781

0.671340

0.9860

0.979026

Static

0.6871

0.954352

0.977826

0.905542

0.8845

0.668021

0.9868

0.978562

WME

0.6817

0.943707

0.980435

0.883092

0.8842

0.616018

0.9867

0.975155

Static

0.6860

0.943877

0.978261

0.881346

0.8849

0.610209

0.9852

0.974937

the sparsity is high, but does not improve results when the sparsity
is too low. In that case it does not have an effect.
4.3.6 Benchmarking BSET
The last experiment aims to benchmark our method against dense layers and the original SET algorithm. The experiments were performed
using the default setup outlined in Section 4.2 except for our mutation algorithm and the activation function. We used WME with a
linear mutation rate schedule for our BSET test and used an sReLU
activation. The results of our experiments were compared with the
results claimed in the SET paper [39]. Table 10 shows the results of
our experiment.
Table 10: BSET compared with Dense layers and SET layers
MLP

SET

BSET

Accuracy

# weights

Accuracy

# weights

Accuracy

# weights

Epilepsy

98.13

2,309,122

n/a

n/a

98.13

128,258

MNIST

98.55

2,794,000

98.74

89,797

98.53

137,866

CIFAR-10

68.70

20,328,000

74.84

278,630

68.06

538,634

These experiments show that even though dense layers use significantly more parameters than our proposed method, their performance is only slightly better. When comparing BSET to the SET algorithm we see that it has similar performance on MNIST, but poorer
performance on CIFAR-10. Hence, using sparsity instead of blocksparsity has some advantages for the learning capacity of the network
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at the cost of computational efficiency.
We performed a small benchmark to test the speed of our network.
Unfortunately, we were not able to benchmark the entire algorithm because our code is heavily bottlenecked by the implementation of the
input pipeline and the mutation algorithm. To get a rough impression
of the possible speed-ups we disabled data augmentation and evolution. The benchmark was performed on the CIFAR-10 dataset and
we used the default network architecture without l2 regularization.
Using these settings we got 140 µs per step for a dense and 111 µs
per step for a block-sparse network. When we simplify the net even
more and remove batch normalization and dropout we end up with a
network consisting of dense layers with ReLU or block-sparse layers
with ReLU activations only. In this case we get 121 µs per step and 63
µs per step, respectively.

4.4

summary

In this chapter, we gave a detailed description of our experiments.
First, we discussed the different datasets and explained the high-level
setup of our experiments. Next, we performed hyperparameter optimization for our new WME algorithm. We found that Z = 0.3, K = 0.3
are good hyperparameters when training with a mutation rate schedule and Z = 0.2, K = 0.2 when training without a schedule. We
showed that our PDBI initialization method has similar performance
to the initialization method proposed by Mocanu et al. [39], while
retaining its theoretical advantages outlined in subsection 3.1.2. Next,
we benchmarked the WME algorithm against WE, ME and a static
layout. We found that WME with a linear mutation rate schedule outperforms the other models in most cases. However, it is important
to note that using a static layout with slightly more parameters also
gives good results without the need to evolve. Lastly, we show how
WME with a mutation rate schedule compares with other models described in the literature. We found that it has similar accuracies as a
dense layer, but lower accuracies than the SET algorithm. This shows
that using block-sparsity instead of sparsity has efficiency advantages
at the cost of accuracy. We conclude that the results from this chapter show that it is possible to use block-sparse layers to drastically
reduce the size of multilayer perceptrons, have good accuracies and
be computationally efficient.
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Part III
CONCLUSION

5

CONTRIBUTION

In this work we introduced a novel approach to train sparse neural
networks. Our aim was to combine the hardware efficiency advantages of dense networks with the memory size advantages of sparse
networks. Our proposed method, Block-Sparse Evolutionary Training
(BSET) improves upon previous works in three ways [39].
First, block-sparse matrices were used as an underlying data structure for the SET algorithm. This enables us to train the network efficiently on a GPU and increase the speed of inference by more than
an order of magnitude.
The second innovation is Positive Degree Based Initialization. This
method uses bipartite Erdős Rényi random graphs for its initialization. Even though there is no definitive experimental evidence (yet)
that this method is significantly better than previous works, it does
have theoretical advantages. First, it guarantees with a user defined
probability that information will flow from the input of the layer to
its output. We proved that it is possible to initialize with this guarantee and have a linear size complexity with respect to the number of
input dimensions m and number of output dimensions n (assuming
m ∼ n). Second, Positive Degree Based Initialization is well defined
for all network sizes. Lastly, it takes the block size in consideration
when choosing suitable initialization parameters.
The third improvement focuses on training and mutating blocksparse neural networks. We proposed the Weight Momentum Evolution (WME) algorithm that showed to be better performing than
the weight mutation policy of the SET algorithm in most cases [39].
The combination of these innovations make it possible to train blocksparse layers to the same accuracy as dense layers, but with only a
fraction of the parameters.
Besides a theoretical contribution there is also a practical one. As
part of this work a Keras wrapper was written that should make
it easier for other people to use the OpenAI Blocks-Sparse kernels.
These wrappers are currently under review and will hopefully be
added to the main repository soon [12].
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6

L I M I TAT I O N S

Even though the proposed method is successful, there are still some
limitations. Our project is limited in two ways. The first, our proposed
method has some drawbacks, because of the choice for a block-sparse
data structure and the design of the algorithm. The second limitation
is in our research methodology.
6.1

drawbacks of proposed method

One of the fundamental design choices was to use a block-sparse
data structure for the SET algorithm. Using a block-sparse structure
improves the speed of executing the algorithm, but also has some
drawbacks. Because of block-sparsity the proposed method is more
restricted in the dimensions of the weight matrix. The GPU kernels
only support whole blocks in the weight matrix. Blocks on the edge
of the weight matrix need to fit completely inside the weight matrix.
Hence, the number of input dimensions and the number of output
dimensions should be divisible by the block size. A second drawback
of our proposed method lies in the fact that block-sparse layers tend
to be difficult to train on small layers. Mutating a big block in a very
small layer has a larger impact than mutating a small block. Using
smaller block sizes or disabling mutation might be more appropriate
for small networks.
The choice for a custom data structure posed significant technical
challenges. TensorFlow does not support block-sparse operations. To
be able to work with a custom data structure we used OpenAI’s BlockSparse kernels. These kernels are bleeding edge and under active development, but not yet ready for general use. Poor documentation
and unpredictable bugs make it hard to develop on a combined platform of TensorFlow and OpenAI’s Block-Sparse kernels. This leads to
a significant development overhead. Due to time restrictions we were
not able to fully optimize every step of our training procedure. Bottlenecks in the implementation of the algorithm prevented the BSET
algorithm from reaching its potential speed-up.
Going forward there is still room for improvement. Some of the
fundamental disadvantages of block-sparsity are hard to overcome.
The issue of restriction in the choice of the dimensions of the neural
network could be handled by a different implementation of the GPU
kernels or by using padding on layers to achieve the desired input
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and output sizes. We don’t expect small layers being hard to train
with BSET to be a big problem in most practical applications, since
most networks don’t use layers that are so small that this becomes an
issue.
6.2

research methodology

The long training times had an impact on our experiments. For some
experiments up to 80 neural networks were trained. This took a large
amount of time. Ideally, we would have repeated every experiment
multiple times to be able to calculate confidence intervals. Unfortunately, we did not have the computational budget available to be able
to run these large experiments. However, we don’t expect repeating
every experiment multiple times would have influenced our main
conclusions, but it could have had an impact on the hyperparameters
chosen in Subsection 4.3.1. Because of time constraints we were not
able to test the proposed method on a wider variety of datasets. Most
datasets are in the image domain. A more diverse group of datasets
might have given us some insight about how the proposed method
generalizes.
Furthermore, there are improvements possible in our research. The
first is to optimize the code. There are several bottlenecks in the code
that can be improved. Most of these improvements are low hanging
fruit and will make it easier to run experiments quickly. Second, it
would be beneficial to put some more time in the evaluation of the
algorithm. Repeating experiments, using more epochs and a larger
variety of datasets would improve insights in the characteristics of
the algorithm.
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B U S I N E S S R E L E VA N C E

The proposed method showed to be an interesting approach. It provides fast inference and a 10X reduction in memory footprint compared to traditional dense layers with minimal loss of accuracy. Now
the question is: Where could Philips go from here? In this section we
will review this question. First, we examine how BSET fits into the
Philips strategy and product portfolio. Second, we will review the
options to develop the BSET algorithm and make it ready for use in
health products and applications.
7.1

strategic fit

Philips is transforming itself into a health focused company and “sees
significant value in more integrated forms of healthcare, unlocking
the power of data and artificial intelligence at the point of care” [43].
The proposed method fits very well into this strategy. Since our methodology is applicable to a wide variety of cases, there are many applications possible. Examples of potential applications in the Philips portfolio that could be supported by our method are:
• Automated fall detection of elderly with the Philips LifeLine
• Tissue segmentation in the Lumify ultrasound device
• Smart alerts from wearable Philips BioSensors
• Baby monitors that detect when babies wake up
It is important to note that sparse networks are not restricted to these
use cases. Our method is a general-purpose learning algorithm. It
could be applied to a wide variety of tasks and its application area
would be comparable to dense layers in neural networks.
7.2

development strategy

Philips is a technology leader in healthcare. They are at the forefront
of health technology and have a strong product portfolio. The main
question is if Philips wants to become an AI leader as well. Being an
AI leader has the advantage of being the first to market. Another often overlooked fact is that being a leader in a field attracts new talent.
However, becoming a technology leader in healthcare and AI might
require large investments. The deep learning field changes at a high
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pace and is very competitive. An alternative strategy is to be a technology leader in health tech and a fast follower in AI.
In most cases gathering data and preparing it for learning is very
resource intensive. Philips has a strong market presence and could
push data acquisition systems to the market with the objective to
obtain data to develop AI based applications. Data acquisition and
preprocessing takes a long time. However, when the dataset is ready
it is easy to train a new learning algorithm. In deep learning it is a
common practice to publish, share and use learning algorithms as
open-source tools. Say another party develops an algorithm, it would
be easy to take that algorithm and apply it to an existing Philips
dataset. This example of being a healthcare data leader and a learning algorithm follower, would only delay the time to market by a
small margin compared with being a leader in both areas. Being a
fast integrator of these technologies would give most benefits of being an AI leader, but at a significantly lower cost.
Based on the previous considerations, three development strategies
could be followed to make the algorithm ready for use in health products and applications.
• Closed Source Technology Leader: This strategy would entail
implementing the entire algorithm in house and base them on
deep learning frameworks that are readily available. The main
advantage of this method is that all knowledge would stay confidential and would protect the competitive advantage of Philips.
The main disadvantage is the large development cost involved
with this strategy. Maintaining the project would also be an issue, since deep learning frameworks tend to evolve quickly. Another disadvantage is that the method will probably not have
hardware support from upstream equipment manufacturers, hence
this has to be developed internally as well.
• Open Source Technology Leader: In this strategy Philips would
actively collaborate with other research institutes such as OpenAI to develop the Block-Sparse kernels to a production level
solution. The main benefit is shared development cost and publicity. OpenAI has good connections in the deep learning community and will have a better chance of getting block-sparse operations supported by equipment manufacturers such as Nvidia
and Qualcomm and software developers such as the TensorFlow
and PyTorch Team. This method is more cost effective than in
house development. A disadvantage is the loss of intellectual
property rights and potential license revenues.
• Fast follower: OpenAI is currently investing heavily in block
sparsity. A strategy is to wait until the technology is stable and
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implemented in common frameworks. This needs constant monitoring to be able to respond quickly. When block-sparse operations are readily available in the frameworks, implementing the
BSET algorithm is fairly easy. The main advantages are keeping
the knowledge in house and being able to implement the algorithm at a lower cost. The main disadvantage is the risk of being
late to market and the need of constant monitoring.
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FUTURE WORK

There are several research directions to extend our work. Research directions can be divided in fundamental research and applied research.
Fundamental research focuses on components of neural networks,
such as individual layers, activation functions and optimization algorithms. Applied research on the other hand looks at applying deep
learning to an existing problem. It is more focused on network architectures and how to combine the building blocks of a neural network
to solve a real-world problem. In the next directions section both will
be briefly discussed.
8.1

fundamental research

A next step could be to apply the BSET algorithm on convolutional
and LSTM layers. These layers are popular for a wide variety of tasks.
Building block-sparse variants of these layers could bring efficiency
improvements.
Another interesting direction would be to compress block-sparse
layers even more. In Section 2.2 several methods were discussed that
could increase the efficiency of neural networks. These methods could
be combined with our proposed method. A technique such as floatingpoint mixed precision training should be rather easy to implement
and might offer further training speed-ups.
In Subsection 2.4.2 we briefly reviewed sparse static topologies. Using different sparse static topologies is a new and unexplored area in
deep learning. Network topologies are well studied for applications
such as telephone exchanges, computer network design and chip design. The crossover of network science with deep learning could offer
interesting insights. Deterministic topologies such as Multistage Interconnection Networks (MIN) might have interesting properties. Examples of MINs are Butterfly Networks and Clos networks. Structured
probabilistic networks might also be an interesting research direction.
8.2

applied research

Applied research could look at replacing dense layers of existing architectures with block-sparse layers. This could improve the efficiency
of the networks and reduce the number of parameters. An example
of networks that could benefit from block-sparsity are Word Embed-
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dings. Networks generating Embeddings often rely heavily on dense
layers and suffer from the size of their weight matrices. Using blocksparse layers would make it possible to generate higher dimensional
Embeddings with a similarly sized network.
A last application of BSET could be in a federated learning setting.
Federated learning is a method for decentralized training. Instead of
having a single central machine / cluster to train a network, the neural net is trained on many machines. This enables training of neural
networks without having the entire dataset on a central machine. The
small memory footprint of our layers could simplify synchronization
between the devices and speed up training.
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Part IV
APPENDIX

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N C H A L L E N G E S

Implementing custom Keras layers and training algorithms is no trivial task. While using the Keras API does improve the experience for
the end user (other developers) it is difficult to implement custom
Keras features. Keras is a well-tested and mature platform but using it in non-standard ways revealed some bugs and incompatibility
issues. In this appendix we will discuss these issues and our code
contribution to the community.
a.1

bugs
• Before calling the set_weights function Keras models have to
be built. set_weights does not throw an error when the model
is compiled, but not built. This makes you incorrectly assume
that the model uses the weights you set them to be, but that
doesn’t happen. Unfortunately, I did not have the time to raise
an issue with a detailed problem description on GitHub or fix
the bug.
• The MNIST example of the TensorFlow documentation did not
work in eager mode. In static graph mode the code worked fine,
but there was a bug that caused an internal error in TensorFlow.
In static mode, model.fit checks the input type and casts it
to the appropriate format when needed. This didn’t happen in
eager mode. The issue was raised by Dailiang18bb. I proposed
a (simple) workaround and a permanent fix was made by the
TensorFlow team (see Issue #23779 in [6]).

a.2

keras-tensorflow compatibility challenges

Deep learning evolves at a brisk pace. Due to the speed of development, breaking API changes occur often which results in compatibility issues between TensorFlow and Keras. Both were needed since
TensorFlow offered Block-Sparse kernels and Keras offered ease of
use for future users. In order to reduce the probability of compatibility issues, we chose the tensorflow.keras implementation of the
Keras API instead of the original Keras API.
One surprise of using tensorflow.keras is that by default TensorFlow does not use the same compute graph as tensorflow.keras.
This gives some weird problems where you have to versions of the
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same model in memory. This can be resolved using the following code
“tensorflow.keras.backend.set_session(sess)” where sess is the
TensorFlow session you want to use.
Another compatibility issue occurred with the sReLU activation
layer. It is part of Keras Contrib and not actively maintained by the
core Keras team. The default implementation does not work with
tensorflow.keras. First of all, the it inherits from the wrong parent
class and secondly it doesn’t correctly handle the dimensions of the
input. My fix can be found in Appendix F.1 and downloaded from
[13].
a.3

block-sparse layer

The largest and probably most important contribution is the BlockSparse layer implemented for TensorFlow-Keras. It wraps the BlockSparse operations and combines it into a Keras layer which can be
used as a drop-in replacement of the dense layers. The code for the
layer can be found in Appendix F.2 and online at [12].
Listing 1: Code example that demonstrates the usage of Block-Sparse layers
on MNIST
1 import tensorflow as tf

from blocksparse_layer import BlockSparse
mnist = tf.keras.datasets.mnist
(x_train, y_train),(x_test, y_test) = mnist.load_data()
6 x_train, x_test = x_train / 255.0, x_test / 255.0
model = tf.keras.models.Sequential([
tf.keras.layers.Flatten(input_shape=x_train.shape[1:]),
BlockSparse(units=2048, blocksize=8, feature_axis=0,
activation=tf.nn.relu),
11
BlockSparse(units=2048, activation=tf.nn.relu),
tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.2),
tf.keras.layers.Dense(10, activation=tf.nn.softmax)
])
16 model.compile(optimizer= ’adam’ ,

loss= ’ sparse_categorical_crossentropy ’ ,
metrics=[ ’accuracy ’ ])
model.fit(x_train, y_train, epochs=5)
21 model.evaluate(x_test, y_test)
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CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS

b.1

convolution layer

Convolutional layers work by performing a convolution operation on
an input. A convolution can be viewed as a small sliding window that
slides over an image looking for a specific shape. Figure 18 shows
an example of a sliding window going over a picture of a hotdog.
The size of a sliding window is very small. A common size found in
the literature is 3x3 pixels. A convolutional layer consists of multiple
kernels. A single kernel represents a neuron. Hence, a convolutional
layer with 100 kernels can be interpreted as a layer with 100 neurons.
Each of these kernels / neurons look at a specific simple shape within
that sliding window.

(a) Input picture

(b) Convolution at t = (c) Convolution at t =
0
1

Figure 18: Convolution steps on picture of chili cheese hotdog [26]

In order to work with color pictures, the model needs to be able
to interpret different colors. To do this, pictures are split into three
channels: Red, Green and Blue (RGB). This means that the image has
a depth of three (colors). When we convolve a 3x3 pixel kernel over
a picture with three color channels we get a realized kernel size of
3x3x3.
Say we want to classify between two classes of food. The first class
is ‘hotdog’ and the second class is ‘not hotdog’. The first convolutional layer could have kernels that look at simple shapes such as
lines, circles, crosses etc. A deeper layer could combine those simple
shapes into slightly more complicated shapes such as pieces of cheese,
onion and pepper bell and grill marks on the sausage. Another layer
that is deeper in the network could combine these into the concept of
a topping or a sausage. The last layer could then combine the sausage,
bread and the topping and recognize it as a ‘hotdog’.
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b.2

pooling layer

A pooling layer is added to perform subsampling. Similar to the convolutional layer there is a sliding window that moves over the image.
The pooling operation is performed on the pixels within that window. There are many pooling layer types, two of which are very common. Max pooling outputs the maximum pixel intensity of the pixels within the pool [32]. Average pooling on the other hand returns
the average of all pixels within the pool. In case a pooling operation
would be performed with a kernel size of 3x3 on a single channel we
would get an output that is 1/9 the size of the input. Reducing the
output size is the major advantage of this layer type, but this comes
at the cost of losing accurate location information of the feature map.
Table 11: Example of a pool with kernel size 3x3. Max pooling on this example would return 8 and average pooling would return 4.

b.3

8

5

3

5

1

2

7

1

4

landmark convolutional architectures

Many interesting architectures have been proposed in the scientific literature. A lot of innovation has occurred since the proposal of LeNet
[31]. In the next section an overview will be given off architectures
that proposed new concepts to the field.
LeNet-5
As discussed before Yann LeCun et al. popularized the architecture
containing convolutional layers and pooling layers for image detection. His architecture is called LeNet. It has the architecture shown
in figure 19. The architecture consists of two blocks consisting of a
convolution layer and pooling layer. This is followed by a two fully
connected layers and an output layer [31]. Variants of this architecture
have been the state of the art for over a decade. VGG-16 and VGG19 are famous incarnations of this architecture where they repeated
blocks of a convolutional layer and pooling layer. The last layers are
fully connected layers and a softmax output [53].
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Figure 19: LeNet-5 architecture [31]

Inception blocks
When designing a neural net it is hard to pick an operation for a
specific layer. Should one use convolutions or pooling? What kernel
size should be used? These kinds of architectural decisions are important for the final network performance. In the inception model the
authors designed a block that combine different operations in a single block. Figure 20. This leads to a large performance improvement
in parameter efficiency and accuracy [54].

Figure 20: Inception block architecture [54]

b.3.1 Resource efficient convolutional networks
In image recognition two network classes of resource efficient convnets gained a lot of attention. These architectures will be discussed
below.
SqueezeNet
In the SqueezeNet paper the authors proposed three strategies to
limit the size of neural networks. The first strategy is to replace 3x3
filters with 1x1 filters where possible. This reduces the number of
trainable parameters with a factor of 9. The second strategy is to reduce the number of input channels when using 3x3 convolutions. The
third strategy is to down sample late in the network.
Using these strategies, they defined the fire module. This module
consists of a squeeze layer and an expand layer. The squeeze layer
contains multiple 1x1 filters and is followed by a ReLU activation.
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The expand layer consists of a both of 1x1 and 3x3 filters and is also
followed by a ReLU activation. These fire modules together with skip
connections make up the overall design [23].
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B U T T E R F LY N E T W O R K L AY O U T

Contrary to the Erdös Rényi layout, a butterfly network is a composite layer with a deterministic topology [33]. The main advantage of
butterfly composite layers is that they have a guaranteed reachability
from any input neuron to every output neuron. This is an interesting
property since there is a guarantee that information can flow from
any input node to every output node.

(a) Dense

(b) Erdős Rényi

(c) Butterfly composite

Figure 21: Reachability of different sparsity patterns. The descendant nodes
and edges of the top left neuron are colored blue and all other
nodes and connections are red.

Figure 21 visualizes the reachability for three examples with different initializations. When being compared to a dense layer a butterfly
composite layer has the same non-blocking property. Furthermore,
butterfly composite layers make it possible to have non-linearities inside the composite layer. One could compare a butterfly layer to an
unfolded dense layer with the possibility of non-linearities. The number of connections in a butterfly network grows slower than the number of connections in a dense network. Say we have n input and m
output neurons. Assuming that n = m we have that a dense network
has O(n2 ) connections. A butterfly network on the other hand has
O(n log(n)) connections[5].
When initializing a multilayer Erdös Rényi layout, we found that
the probability of a non-blocking network is low given the same number of dimensions and connections in each layer as a butterfly network.
A disadvantage of a butterfly network is that it is more restricted in
its input / output dimensions and the number of layers. This makes
them less flexible than Erdös Rényi layers. A butterfly network has
the property that the number of input neurons n is equal to the number out output neurons m. Furthermore, we have that both n and m
must be a power of 2. More formally n, m ∈ {2q |q ∈ N∗ } ∧ n = m.
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butterfly network layout

The input and output dimensions of a butterfly network will be referred to as the width w. The number of sub layers of the butterfly
network is equal to log2 w.
A butterfly sparsity pattern is fully parameterized by width w. The
number of sub layers of the butterfly network is equal to log2 w and
the number of connections in the network is equal to log2 (w) × 2w
[4].

Figure 22: Butterfly weight mask for a width of 16

Some preliminary experiments were performed using a block-sparse
version of a Butterfly Network. Results were decent, but we decided
not to continue with the experiments because of two disadvantages of
Butterfly Networks. The first is the limited design freedom. The number of input neurons must be equal to the number of output neurons
and Butterfly nets only work with a few set widths. The second problem is the depth of a Butterfly layer. A single Butterfly net is a deep
structure. This causes problems for computing the gradient. Hence,
we decided to stop research in this direction.
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d.1

statistics of datasets

Table 12: Statistics of different datasets (Adapted from [44])
Dataset

Domain

Data type

Classes

Features

Train samples

Test samples

MNIST

Image

Discrete

10

784

60000

10000

Fashion-MNIST

Image

Discrete

10

784

60000

10000

CIFAR-10

Image

Discrete

10

3072

50000

10000

Epilepsy

EEG

Discrete

2

178

9244

2256
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Table 13: Accuracies after 500 epochs during hyperparameter search on Z
and K
Z
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

0.1

0.679

0.678

0.677

0.667

0.665

0.653

0.646

0.644

0.640

0.629

0.2

0.666

0.677

0.661

0.664

0.654

0.648

0.642

0.636

0.628

0.614

0.3

0.676

0.662

0.656

0.651

0.645

0.638

0.638

0.630

0.614

0.601

0.4

0.674

0.662

0.647

0.647

0.642

0.629

0.629

0.619

0.605

0.5

0.660

0.654

0.640

0.636

0.635

0.626

0.621

0.613

0.598

0.605

0.0

K

0.674

0.6

0.654

0.642

0.633

0.640

0.626

0.617

0.614

0.7

0.647

0.634

0.628

0.619

0.623

0.611

0.612

0.8

0.650

0.632

0.626

0.614

0.605

0.609

0.9

0.643

0.617

0.614

0.605

0.600

1.0

0.621

0.620

0.610

0.581
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CODE

f.1

patched srelu

Listing 2: sReLU implementation
from
from
from
4 from
from
from

tensorflow.keras.layers import Layer
tensorflow.keras.layers import InputSpec
tensorflow.keras.utils import get_custom_objects
tensorflow.keras import initializers
tensorflow.keras import backend as K
tensorflow.python.framework import tensor_shape

9 class SReLU(Layer):

14

19

24

29

34

"""S-shaped Rectified Linear Unit.
It follows:
‘f(x) = t^r + a^r(x - t^r) for x >= t^r‘,
‘f(x) = x for t^r > x > t^l‘,
‘f(x) = t^l + a^l(x - t^l) for x <= t^l‘.
# Input shape
Arbitrary. Use the keyword argument ‘input_shape‘
(tuple of integers, does not include the samples axis)
when using this layer as the first layer in a model.
# Output shape
Same shape as the input.
# Arguments
t_left_initializer: initializer function for the left
part intercept
a_left_initializer: initializer function for the left
part slope
t_right_initializer: initializer function for the right
part intercept
_
a right_initializer: initializer function for the right
part slope
shared_axes: the axes along which to share learnable
parameters for the activation function.
For example, if the incoming feature maps
are from a 2D convolution
with output shape ‘(batch, height, width, channels)‘,
and you wish to share parameters across space
so that each filter only has one set of parameters,
set ‘shared_axes=[1, 2]‘.
# References
- [Deep Learning with S-shaped Rectified Linear
Activation Units](
http://arxiv.org/abs/1512.07030)
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"""
39

44

49

54

59

64

def __init__(self, t_left_initializer= ’ zeros ’ ,
a_left_initializer=initializers.RandomUniform(
minval=0, maxval=1),
t_right_initializer=initializers.RandomUniform(
minval=0, maxval=5),
a_right_initializer= ’ones ’ ,
shared_axes=None,
**kwargs):
super(SReLU, self).__init__(**kwargs)
self.supports_masking = True
self.t_left_initializer = initializers.get(
t_left_initializer)
self.a_left_initializer = initializers.get(
a_left_initializer)
self.t_right_initializer = initializers.get(
t_right_initializer)
self.a_right_initializer = initializers.get(
a_right_initializer)
if shared_axes is None:
self.shared_axes = None
elif not isinstance(shared_axes, (list, tuple)):
self.shared_axes = [shared_axes]
else:
self.shared_axes = list(shared_axes)
def build(self, input_shape):
param_shape = input_shape[1:].as_list()
self.param_broadcast = [False] * len(param_shape)
if self.shared_axes is not None:
for i in self.shared_axes:
param_shape[i - 1] = 1
self.param_broadcast[i - 1] = True
param_shape = tuple(param_shape)
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self.t_left = self.add_weight(shape=param_shape,
name= ’ t _ l e f t ’ ,
initializer=self.
t_left_initializer)
self.a_left = self.add_weight(shape=param_shape,
name= ’ a_left ’ ,
initializer=self.
a_left_initializer)
self.t_right = self.add_weight(shape=param_shape,
name= ’ t_right ’ ,
initializer=self.
t_right_initializer)
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self.a_right = self.add_weight(shape=param_shape,
name= ’ a_right ’ ,
initializer=self.
a_right_initializer)
84

89

94

99

104

# Set input spec
axes = {}
if self.shared_axes:
for i in range(1, len(input_shape)):
if i not in self.shared_axes:
axes[i] = input_shape[i]
_
self.input spec = InputSpec(ndim=len(input_shape), axes=
axes)
self.built = True
def call(self, x, mask=None):
# ensure the the right part is always to the right of the
left
t_right_actual = self.t_left + K.abs(self.t_right)
t_left = self.t_left
a_left = self.a_left
a_right = self.a_right
y_left_and_center = t_left + K.relu(x - t_left,
a_left,
t_right_actual t_left)
y_right = K.relu(x - t_right_actual) * a_right
return y_left_and_center + y_right
def get_config(self):
config = {

109

114

’ t _ l e f t _ i n i t i a l i z e r ’ : self.t_left_initializer,
’ a _ l e f t _ i n i t i a l i z e r ’ : self.a_left_initializer,
’ t_right_initializer ’ : self.t_right_initializer,
’ a_right_initializer ’ : self.a_right_initializer,
’shared_axes ’ : self.shared_axes
}
base_config = super(SReLU, self).get_config()
return dict(list(base_config.items()) + list(config.items
()))
get_custom_objects().update({ ’SReLU’ : SReLU})
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f.2

block-sparse tf.keras layer

Listing 3: Block-Sparse Keras layer implementation
"""Block sparse layer.
2 """

import tensorflow as tf
from tensorflow.python.framework import tensor_shape
from tensorflow.python.keras import activations
7 from tensorflow.python.keras import constraints
from tensorflow.python.keras import initializers
from tensorflow.python.keras import regularizers
from tensorflow.python.keras.layers import InputSpec
from tensorflow.python.keras.layers import Layer
12 from tensorflow.python.ops import nn
from blocksparse.matmul import BlocksparseMatMul
import sparsity_pattern_initializers as sp_initializers
import numpy as np
17 class BlockSparse(Layer):

""" A blocksparse variant of a regular densely-connected NN
layer.

22

‘BlockSparse‘ implements the operation:
‘output = activation(dot(input, kernel) + bias)‘
where ‘activation‘ is the element-wise activation function
passed as the ‘activation‘ argument, ’dot’ is a blocksparse
variant
of the dot product as defined in ‘kernel‘ is a weights matrix
created by the layer, and ‘bias‘ is a bias vector created by
the layer
(only applicable if ‘use_bias‘ is ‘True‘).

27

Example:

32

37

42

‘‘‘python
model = Sequential()
model.add(Dense(32, BarabasiAlbert(2), input_shape=(16,))
)
# now the model will take as input arrays of shape (*, 16)
# and output arrays of shape (*, 32)
# after the first layer, you don’t need to specify
# the size of the input anymore:
model.add(Dense(32), BarabasiAlbert(2))
‘‘‘
Arguments:
units: Positive integer, dimensionality of the output
space.
blocksize: values 32, 16, 8 supported
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47

52

57

62

feature_axis Boolean, when block_size is less than 32
memory
access becomes far more efficient with a (C,N)
activation layout
sparsity_mask_initializer: Initializer for the sparsity
mask for
the blocksparse weight matrix of the ‘kernel‘ weights
matrix.
sparsity_mask: Boolean numpy array, defines the sparsity
mask for
the blocksparse weight matrix. If a mask is given the
sparsity_mask_initializer will not be used.
activation: Activation function to use.
If you don’t specify anything, no activation is applied
(ie. "linear" activation: ‘a(x) = x‘).
use_bias: Boolean, whether the layer uses a bias vector.
kernel_initializer: Initializer for the ‘kernel‘ weights
matrix.
bias_initializer: Initializer for the bias vector.
kernel_regularizer: Regularizer function applied to
the ‘kernel‘ weights matrix.
bias_regularizer: Regularizer function applied to the
bias vector.
activity_regularizer: Regularizer function applied to
the output of the layer (its "activation")..
kernel_constraint: Constraint function applied to
the ‘kernel‘ weights matrix.
bias_constraint: Constraint function applied to the bias
vector.
Input shape:
a 2D input with shape ‘(batch_size, input_dim)‘.
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Output shape:
a 2D input with shape ‘(batch_size, units)‘.
"""
72
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def __init__(self,
units,
blocksize=32,
feature_axis=1,
sparsity_mask_initializer= ’ barabasi_albert ’ ,
sparsity_mask=None,
activation=None,
use_bias=True,
kernel_initializer= ’ glorot_uniform ’ ,
bias_initializer= ’ zeros ’ ,
kernel_regularizer=None,
bias_regularizer=None,
activity_regularizer=None,
kernel_constraint=None,
bias_constraint=None,
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87

92

97

102

107

112

**kwargs):
super(BlockSparse, self).__init__(
activity_regularizer=regularizers.get(
activity_regularizer), **kwargs)
self.units = units
self.sparsity_mask_initializer = sp_initializers.get(
sparsity_mask_initializer)
self.blocksize = blocksize
self.feature_axis = feature_axis
self.activation = activations.get(activation)
self.use_bias = use_bias
self.kernel_initializer = initializers.get(
kernel_initializer)
self.bias_initializer = initializers.get(bias_initializer
)
self.kernel_regularizer = regularizers.get(
kernel_regularizer)
self.bias_regularizer = regularizers.get(bias_regularizer
)
self.kernel_constraint = constraints.get(
kernel_constraint)
self.bias_constraint = constraints.get(bias_constraint)
if sparsity_mask is not None:
if isinstance(sparsity_mask, dict):
if sparsity_mask.get( ’type ’ ) == ’ndarray ’ :
sparsity_mask = np.array(sparsity_mask[ ’value
’ ])
self._initial_sparsity_mask = sparsity_mask
else:
self._initial_sparsity_mask = None
def build(self, input_shape):
input_shape = tensor_shape.TensorShape(input_shape)
if input_shape[-1] is None:
raise ValueError( ’The l a s t dimension of the inputs to

‘Dense‘ ’
’should be defined . Found ‘None‘ . ’ )
117

if self.units%self.blocksize != 0:
raise ValueError( ’The number of units should be

divisible by the blocksize . ’
’Got { } units and blocksize { } ’ .

122

format(self.units, self.
blocksize))
if input_shape[-1].value%self.blocksize != 0:
raise ValueError( ’The input_shape should be divisible

by the blocksize . ’
’Got { } units and blocksize { } ’ .
format(input_shape[-1].value,
self.blocksize))
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mask_shape=(input_shape[-1].value//self.blocksize, self.
units//self.blocksize)
127

132

137

142

if self._initial_sparsity_mask is not None:
if self._initial_sparsity_mask.shape != mask_shape:
raise ValueError( ’ Incorrect shape for i n i t i a l
sparsity expected { } got { } ’ .format(
mask_shape,
self._initial_sparsity_mask.shape))
sparsity_mask = self._initial_sparsity_mask
else:
sparsity_mask = self.sparsity_mask_initializer(
mask_shape)
self.bsmm = BlocksparseMatMul(sparsity_mask,
block_size=self.blocksize,
feature_axis=self.
feature_axis,
name=self.name + ’_bsmm’ )
self.kernel = self.add_weight( ’ kernel ’ ,
shape=self.bsmm.w_shape,
initializer=self.
kernel_initializer,
regularizer=self.
kernel_regularizer,
constraint=self.
kernel_constraint,
dtype=self.dtype,
trainable=True)

147

152

157

162

if self.use_bias:
self.bias = self.add_weight( ’ bias ’ ,
shape=[self.units,],
initializer=self.bias_initializer,
regularizer=self.bias_regularizer,
constraint=self.bias_constraint,
dtype=self.dtype,
trainable=True)
def call(self, input):
if self.feature_axis:
outputs = self.bsmm(input, self.kernel)
else:
outputs = self.bsmm(tf.transpose(input), self.kernel)
outputs = tf.transpose(outputs)
if self.use_bias:
outputs = nn.bias_add(outputs, self.bias)
if self.activation is not None:
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return self.activation(outputs)
not-callable
return outputs

# pylint: disable=

def compute_output_shape(self, input_shape):
return (input_shape[0], self.units)
172
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def get_config(self):
config = {
’ units ’ : self.units,
’ blocksize ’ : self.blocksize,
’ feature_axis ’ : self.feature_axis,
’ sparsity_mask_initializer ’ : sp_initializers.
serialize(self.sparsity_mask_initializer),
’sparsity_mask ’ : self.bsmm.layout,
’ activation ’ : activations.serialize(self.activation),
’ use_bias ’ : self.use_bias,
’ kernel_initializer ’ : initializers.serialize(self.
kernel_initializer),
’ bias_initializer ’ : initializers.serialize(self.
bias_initializer),
’ kernel_regularizer ’ : regularizers.serialize(self.
kernel_regularizer),
’ bias_regularizer ’ : regularizers.serialize(self.
bias_regularizer),
’ activity_regularizer ’ :
regularizers.serialize(self.activity_regularizer)
,
’ kernel_constraint ’ : constraints.serialize(self.
kernel_constraint),
’ bias_constraint ’ : constraints.serialize(self.
bias_constraint)
}
base_config = super(BlockSparse, self).get_config()
return dict(list(base_config.items()) + list(config.items
()))
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